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Resignation Recreation Center Expected in 2006
C auses SGA Rising Student Population Calls for Increase in Recreation Facilities
Division

approximately 2000 students. The
new recreation center, open to all
students [and faculty], w ill feature
10,000 square feet of fitness space.
“The center w ill be the best
and most modern university rec-

Jessica H avery
News Editor

At
W ednesday’s
Student
Government Association m eet
ing, President Jacob V. Hudnut
announced the resignation of SGA
bookkeeper, Salika Berkovich, who

“.«this change is
[not] a step in the
wrong direction.
Everyone is
replaceable.”

“The [center] will
create many new
jobs for MSU
students...”
courtesy of Douglas Cooper

The new recreation center, to be completed by spring 2006, will have space to house a six-lane swimming
pool, fitness rooms, an indoor track and basketball courts.

lack of adequate fitness equipment
and recreation space have now led
A ssista n t News Editor
to an éxpansion project planned to
serve the entire campus, Fonseca
Jam ie Dresher
Montclair State University has said.
SG A Legislator
passed a plan to construct a $17
Director of Architectural and
m illion, state-of-the-art recre Engineering Services Douglas
has worked for the organization for ation center, Assistant Director of Cooper said he hopes to have an
nine years.
Campus Recreation Keith Fonseca approved construction bid by Jan.
said.
1 so that the construction can
S EE ‘SGA’ ON P. 3
Student complaints about the begin by the end of the spring 2005
Lauren Lam pe

semester.
“The project is expected to be
completed by August 2006 and
its grand opening is intended for
September 2006,” said Fonseca.
The new facility w ill be built
in lot 21, located just beyond the
power lines next to Blanton Hall.
Panzer Gymnasium, the current
recreation facility on campus, was
built in 1958 to meet the needs of

Keith Fonseca
Director of Campus Recreation

reation center in New Jersey,” said
Fonseca.
“Studies around the country
have shown that recreation is a
high priority in student recruit
ment, retention, and overall aca
demic success,” Fonseca said.
“It w ill create many new jobs
for MSU students, save students
S EE ‘RECREATION’ ON P. 4

Renovations Planned for Panzer Gym Facilities
Cost of Construction Project Has N ot Been D eterm ined, Administration Says
vations have yet to be determined,
but the administration has always
S ta ff Writer
anticipated and recognized the need
for adjustments to be made in order
Montclair State U niversity to accommodate athletes and stu
administration is in the process dents who utilize the gym, Director
of developing plans for upcoming of Architectural and Engineering
Panzer Gym renovations. The Services Douglas Cooper said.
expansion of the Panzer Gym renoThe Administration plans to
M eaghan M cCallum

begin construction after the new said Cooper.
academic building is completed, but
The new student recreation cen
the length of the process remains to ter is set to begin construction in
be determined, said Cooper.
the summer of 2005.
The delay has occurred because
After completion, thé Panzer
the administration does not want Gym w ill no longer be utilized as
the renovations to interfere with heavily as it is now, Fonseca said.
students’ ability to utilize Panzer
while construction is in progress,

After the new recreation center
has been built, it is projected that
Panzer w ill service mainly athletes
and offer physical education class
es. In comparison, the new center
w ill be open to everyone, from 6
a.m. to 12 a.m., said Keith Fonseca,
director of campus recreation.
Questions about thp University’s
ability to cover expansion costs are
still in discussion, considering that
the administration has not decided
what facilities are going to be reno
vated, said Holly Gera, director of
intercollegiate athletes.

“The financing of the renova-tions w ill be part of the discussions
during the planning phase,” said
Cooper.
There is an agreement between
students and gym faculty on what
needs to be improved at the Panzer
Gym.
“[Some problems I face are] bad
lighting, dirty floors, broken weight
machines, and unwashed gymnas
tic mats and fitness center equip
ment,” said Diana Anteri, senior
physical education major.
“[Panzer Gym needs improve
ment in] the fitness center, gen
eral equipment, gym lighting, and
flooring... [the Panzer Gym] is not
satisfactory for high-level athletic
training,” Fonseca said.
“New equipment and renova
tions would be awesome,” said
Nancy Brophy, sophomore physical
education major.
According to Cooper, “since
[Panzer’s] construction in the
mid to late 50’s, the facility has
remained virtually unchanged
[with the exception of] minor reno
vations including the addition of
the pool in 1967 and addition of the
elevator in 2001.”
“Upgrades to the facility have
always been envisioned by the
administration,” Cooper said.

Comics: 18

Classifieds: 20

“Panzer Gym is not
satisfactory for high
level athletic
training.”
Keith Fonseca
Director of Cam pus Recreation

courtesy of montclalr.edu

Renovations of many areas within Panzer Gym will not interfere with students' ability to utilize the facilities
during construction.
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The Police
Report:
Theft Continues to Top Weekly
Police Report

11/8/04 - A male MSU student reported
damage to the fire safety club cart while
on call in Bohn Hall.

11/8/04 - An employee of the construc
tion company working on the Child
CAre Center reported the theft of per
sonal tools from tw o storage trailers.

11/9/04 - A male resident student report
ed that while he was in the computer
lab in Partridge Hall, he was attacked
and his laptop computer was damaged
by an employee of the IDS computer
lab.

www.mpntclarion.org

NEWS

MSU Camous Calendar

11/9/04 - A male resident student report
ed the theft of his wallet while in the

AD Rates
On-campus

MONDAY 22

THURSDAY 18

6 p.m.
Monday Night Football

5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Career Development: Resume
Preparation

6:30 p.m. - 8 p.m.
The Fire This Time: Young
Activists and the New Feminism

8 p.m.
Diversity Dance

8 p.m.
Upsilon Interest Meeting

FRIDAY 19
9 a.m.
Workshop On Optics and
Imaging

TUESDAY 23 ,

6 p.m.
ICC: Garbal/Bhangra Night

5:30 p.m.
Film Festival: A mmi Madre
le Gustan las Mujeres (My
Mother Lakes Women, Spain,
2001),Mallory Hall, Room 155

7 p.m.
NASO: Movie Night

6 p.m.
Swing Phi Swing: Step
Exhibition

8 p.m. -11 p.m.
Normal Review: Poetry Reading

- CLUB appropria
tion passed for Dec.
16th Winter Ball

- Had a closed ses
sion meeting

Montclarion
T h e re will not be
an issu e of The
Montclarion next
w eek. Happy
Thanksgiving!

SATURDAY 20
WEDNESDAY 24

Processing of May 2005 Audita
- ongoing

4 p.m. - 5 p.m.
UAÁS0 Meetings
11/9/04 - A fem ale student reported the
theft of her digital tape recorder while
in Finley Hall.

SGA Notes

SUNDAY 21
7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
N.A.S.O. general meeting

9 a.m. -12 p.m.
Red Hawk Run/Walk

I Local News

Corrections
The Montclarion willingly
corrects its factual errors. If
you think that we've made
a mistake in a story, please
call Editor-In-Chief Michael
McPhee at (973) 655-5230.

Full page — $168.00
Half Page — $105.00
Q uarter Page — $53.00
Eighth Page — $32.00

Off-campus
Full page — $310.00
Half Page — $200.00
Q uarter P a g e — $125.00
Eighth Page — $80.00
Classifieds
U p to 30 words — $ 10.00

Call 973-655-5237
For More Information
Advertising Policy
The M ontclarion will not
print ads or the political view
points and opinions of a spe
cific group, or ads with excessive
nudity or’with excessive depictions
of violence, according to local
standards.

Deadlines
The deadline to submit
advertisements to The
M ontclarion is the Monday
of the w eek of publication.

Billing
The M ontclarion is distributed
on Thursdays and invoices a n d .
tearsheets are mailed the fol
lowing Monday. Tearsheets for .
pre-paid ads must be requested.
Thirty (30) days are given for pay
ment after the insertion date, aftei
which a 15 percent finance charge
is levied. After sixty (60) days,
accounts are referred to an outside
collection.
_________________________

COMPILED BY LAUREN LAMPE

weight room.

11/10/04 - A female MSU student report
ed the theft of her cell phone and case
holder while in Sprague Library.

11/11/04 - A male student repworted
the theft of his vehicle while parked in
lot 45.

11/11/04 - A male resident student
reported the theft of his vehicle wile
parked in lot 22.

11/12/04 - Officers responded to a
reported fight in progress outside of
Alice Paul Hall. The entire group, except
the victim, left the scene before the offi
cers arrived.

11/12/04 - A fem ale MSU employee
reported the theft of a zip drive from
Mallory Hall.

11/12/04 - Monica Thorry, 18, and Megan
Quinn, 18, w ere both charged with
possession of drug paraphernalia and
possession of under 50 grams of drug
substances in Blanton Hall.

11/14/04 - A female MSU student report
ed her passenger side front w indow was
smashed while parked in lot
19.

11/14/04 - A male MSU employee report
ed bias graffitti on the seventh floor
A wing stairwell in Bohn Hall. The
offensive material w as immediately
removed.

Anyone who has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
from any campus phone at T+P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.

NEW BRUNSWICK - After sev
eral years of strained budgets,
New Jersey’s college presidents
voted Monday to ask the state
for a $208.6 million increase in
higher education funding.
The presidents said they
need the increase to fix up
aging campus buildings and
keep tuition affordable.
It is unclear whether the
presidents’ request w ill sway
acting Gov. Richard Codey and
the state Legislature when they
prepare their 2006 budget pro
posals.

ENGLEWOOD - A blind man
shot and killed his former girl
friend during an argument
about an unpaid telephone bill.
Robert
Cameron
was
charged with murdering Coleen
Garris, 31, at his Englewood
apartment Monday afternoon.
“It doesn’t make any sense
to me,” Cameron’s cousin Roy
Harris said. “Why do you kill
somebody over a $25 phone
bill?
TRENTON - On Tuesday
Senate President Richard J.

NationalNews
WASHINGTON, D.C. - National
Security Adviser Condoleezza
Rice is President Bush’s choice
to succeed Secretary of State
Colin Powell.
Rice would be the first hlack
woman, and only the second
woman ever, chosen as the
nation’s top diplomat.
Powell is the most prominent
of four Cabinet officials whose
resignations were announced
Monday by the White House.
Powell was praised Monday
as a “great statesman” and a
“voice of moderation.”

WEEHAWKEN - The nation’s
largest privately-owned ferry
company plans to inform
employees this week of its
closing. NY Waterway has
decided to shut down its route
between Harborside Financial
Center in Jersey City and the
World Financial Center in
Manhattan.
Ridership spiked after the
Sept. 11th attacks and the dos
ing of the trade center PATH,
but fell from 65,000 trips per
day in summer 2002 to 32,000
daily trips over the past year.

COMPILED BY LAUREN LAMBE

SEATTLE, WA. - Laura Hatch
remembers only praying and
trying to break free from her car
after it crashed down a ravine,
leaving her severely injured and
trapped for eight days.
For eight days, no one knew
where the teenager was follow
ing the October 2 acddent. She
crashed her car 200 feet down
a ravine after leaving a party
in the east Seattle suburb of
Redmond. Relatives searched
repeatedly. A family friend,
guided by vivid dreams, drove
to the crash area and spotted
the car.

International News
IRAQ - The director of CARE
in Iraq, who was kidnapped last
month, apparently has been
killed.
Al-Jazeera has obtained a
video showing a masked m ili
tant shooting a blindfolded
woman, who was referred to as
Margaret Hassan, in the head
using a handgun.
“Mrs. H assan was an
extraordinary woman who
dedicated her life to the poor
and disadvantaged in Iraq, par
ticularly the children.” a CARE
spokesman said.

Codey officially became New
Jersey’s acting governor, vow
ing to put a new face on gov
ernment in a state left reeling
by his predecessor’s gay sex
scandal.
A longtime advocate for the
mentally ill, Codey called the
state’s mental health system
“dysfunctional” and “disjoint
ed.”
He also plans to turn his
attention to government eth
ics reforms and a projected $4
billion deficit in the next state
budget.

MIAMI, FLORIDA - Diana
Duyser put a 10-year-old grilled
cheese sandwich up for sale last
week, claiming it bore the image
of the Virgin Mary. It drew bids
as high as $22,000 before eBay
pulled the item Sunday night.
The page was viewed nearly
100,000 tim es before being
taken down.
At first, she was scared by
the image, “but now that I real
ize how unique it is, I wanted to
share it with the world,” Duyser
said.

ORLANDO, FLORIDA - The
parents of a 4-month-old child
were arrested Monday after the
child was found suffering from
extreme neglect and living in a
truck parked behind a Lowe’s
Home Improvement
Deputies responded after the
staff reported several unrespon
sive people in a truck at the rear
of the store.
Authorities investigated and
found the infant in the back
interior of the truck cab with
severe urine bum s in its groin
area and dried feces in its hair.

COMPILED BY LAUREN LAMPE

NEW YORK - The U.N. Security
Council has voted to impose a
13-month arms embargo on the
Ivory Coast.
Battles between government
and rebel forces in the troubled
African nation prompted the
intervention of French troops
and the evacuations of foreign
nationals earlier this month
The embargo takes effect
immediately - a move French
Ambassador Jean-Marc de la
Sabliere said was made at the
request of African states.

CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA
- A Great White shark esti
mated to be at least 18 feet long
has attacked and presumably
killed an elderly South African
woman off a beach near Cape
Town.
Tyna Webb, 77, was swim
ming Monday off Sunny Cove
in Fish Hoek when the mas
sive shark circled her and then
attacked

MADRID, SPAIN - A 16-yearold boy pleaded guilty Tuesday
to carrying explosives used in
the Madrid terror bombings
that killed 191 people.
He was sentenced to six
years in a juvenile detention
center and five years probation.

courtesy of cnn.com
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SGA
CONTINUED FROM R 1

Berkovich submitted a letter of resigna
tion to Hudnut last Friday informing him
that her last workday would be Jan. 1,
Hudnut said.
“I didn’t think it was in the SGA’s best
interest, in terms of its integrity, to continue
working with someone who has expressed
the desire to move on,” Hudnut said.
The SGA accepted the resignation, under
the advisement of their legal council, as a
matter of formality and procedure, Hudnut

“This administration has
made decisions
haphazardly. The SGA
advocates ‘Students for
Students,’ but in
this situation that concept
is non-existent.”
Hakim Abdi
President, ISO

said.
“In the absence of other rules and bi-laws
governing a situation, the president of an
organization has the opportunity to accept
the resignation of an employee,” SGA lawyer
Jason Lattimore said.
According to Berkovich’s job description,
obtained from Hudnut, her responsibilities
include, but are not limited to, assisting
the Office Coordinator with operations of
the SGA office complex, and reviewing all
current insurance policies and contracted
obligations.
Berkovich is also expected to advise

and assist student organizations in proper
maintenance of records, and maintain all
financial books required by the organization,
according to her job description.
“Just because [organizations] are comfort
able with [Berkovich] doesn’t mean that this
change is a step in the wrong direction,” SGA
Legislator, Jaime Dresher said. “Everyone is
replaceable.”
Factors leading to Berkovich’s resigna
tion could not be discussed at
press time due to legal obli
gations.
“I want to do what
is best for the SGA
and adhering to
this formality is
a professional,
not personal,
decision. Under
no circumstanc
es w ill the SGA
president make
a decision without
consulting the exec
utive board,” Hudnut
said.
“I thinkthat [Berkovich]
has been an important part of
the staff and the student government,”
SGA Vice President Ron Bothelo said. “I was
sad to see her resignation.”
In a question and answer session, held by
Hudnut to address the concerns of Class I
organization members, SGA Secretary, Abby
Gildersleeve said that the decision was made
with “haste.”
SGA Treasurer Matt Wilder said that he
agrees with Gildersleeve.
Sensing a division between members of
the SGA Executive Board, some students
believed that Hudnut should have better

consulted with members of the SGA.
“He really should have approached the
rest of the Executive Board,” said Hillel
board member, David Holowitz. “At the meet
ing, Matt [Wilder] and Abby [Gildersleeve]
seemed to display that they disagreed with
the way the situation was handled.”
At the beginning of his report to the SGA,
Hudnut recommended that the meeting be
closed to the public so that the student
government would be able to
discuss the issue in fur
ther detail.
When a vote to
close the meeting
failed to pass,
Hudnut said
“that [was] the
conclusion of
[his] report”
after a, “very
genius move,”
on behalf of
the legislators
who voted.
M embers
of
other organizations
voiced their opinions
after realizing that Hudnut
accepted the resignation.
“If [Hudnut] is in charge of deciding
what’s best for the SGA, how can he ignore
the sentiments of the organizations that fall
under the student government?” President of
OSAU Kendra Fiason, said in a question to
Class I organization members.
“This administration has made deci
sions haphazardly,” ISO President Hakim
Abdi said. “The SGA advocates ‘Students for
Students,’ but in this situation that concept is
non-existent.”

■

Montclair State University Station
at Little Falls is now open!
It's like having your own train station right here on campus with 1,500
new parking spots! W hether you're heading to class, a night in the
city or a concert, the train is the way to go. Ju st park, ride and
relax at our new Montclair State University station at Little
Falls along the Montclair-Boonton Line. We offer fast and
easy trips to N YC , Hoboken and Newark plus
connections through Secaucus Junction to
Newark Liberty International A irport.
a

njtransit.com

TRANSIT
T h e W ay To Go.

www.themontclarion.org
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Car Crash Takes the Life RECREATION
Sleep Well, of MSU Music Student
Dowell
CONTINUED FROM R 1

“He’s been my best friend since fifth
grade,” said Paige Cutrona, a lifelong friend
of Oldig’s. “We used to get detentions in class
for talking too much, and then get in trouble
A Montclair State University student was for talking during detention.” .
Oldigs had a love for classical music and
killed in a car accident while traveling with
three family members to an annual family theater, playing the piano and key roles in
reunion, called “Thanksgiving in October” performances of Fiddler On the Roof in his
in Fairfax County, Virginia, The Washington spare time, said Cutrona. •
“If I could see him again, I would tell him
Times reported.
John Oldigs, 23, a senior music major
set to graduate in May 2005 was riding
with his aunt Maureen O’Callahan, 41, his
uncle Tim O’Callahan, 42, and his cousin
Tara O’Callahan, 20, when Tim O’Callahan
pulled the car over so that they could switch
drivers, The Washington Times reported.
While pulled onto the shoulder of the
interstate, a 2001 Dodge Ram pickup, driven
Paige Cutrona
by Jonathan O’Neal, 24, crashed into the
John Oldigs' Friend
rear of the family’s 1994 Honda Accord, The
Washington Times reported.
A captain at the Jersey City fire depart
ment, Tim O’Callahan was the only fam
ily member to survive the accident. He had that he is such a part of who I am,” she said.
“John learned that being true to yourself
stepped out of the vehicle before the accident
and
loving yourself is the highest priority;
occurred.
he
hoped
to teach others that as well,” said
O’Neal was treated for non-life-threaten
Johnathon
Reese, a friend of Oldigs.
ing injuries and charged with driving while
“He
knows
that I love him and that I
intoxicated. Fairfax County Commonwealth
value
his
friendship,”
said Cutrona. “He is
Attorney, Robert F. Hornan Jr., w ill decide
with
me
every
single
day.”
if O’Neal, a D.C. firefighter recruit, should
Oldigs lived in Jersey City with his uncle
face 'vehicular-manslaughter charges, The
while
working at The Iron Monkey, a Jersey
Washington Times reported.
City
restaurant,
The Washington Times
Friends and co-workers of the three fam
ily members attended a viewing at Layton’s reported.
Oldigs is survived by his parents Eileen
Funeral Home, in Forked River, NJ, to share
memories of their loved ones, The Washington and John Oldigs, retired Air Force sergeants
residing in Dover, Delaware.
Times reported.
Jessica H avery
News Editor

For kids to do their best in
school or at play, they should
get at least nine hours of

Kids
can be Star Sleepers
tike Garfield, v isit

sleep every night.

http ://sta rsleep. n h Ibi. nih. gov
for sleep tips and fun activities.

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
Public Health Service
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

“If I could see him again,
I would tell him that he is
such a part of who I am.”

money from having to get outside gymmem
berships, and bring notoriety to MSU from
all over the country,” he said.
The new rec center w ill house a six-lane
swimming pool solely for open swim. There
w ill be two multi-purpose rooms designed for
group fitness, m artial arts, and other relax
ation therapy activities.
“This kind of space w ill allow .MSU
Campus Recreation to increase the number
of programs and offerings for the MSU com
munity far beyond what we’re capable of
now,” said Fonseca.
Plans for an indoor elevated track, at
least two basketball courts, and two racquetball courts, w ill be included in the center’s
facilities. One basketball court- w ill come
equipped with enclosed “dasher boards” to
include floor hockey as a possible intramural
sport, Fonseca said. The center w ill offer
a large lounge area, locker rooms, and a
healthy choice eatery, said Fonseca.
“The new center w ill benefit the
campus community by providing a better,
more updated venue for intramural athlet
ics, fitness, and create a gathering space for
students,” said Cooper.
Construction of the center w ill cause min
im al traffic problems and w ill “actually help
in the reconfiguration of the exit slope by
Blanton Hall, as well as add a new bus stop
area,” Fonseca said.
“There w ill also be a new user-friendly,
walkway with better lighting for students
walking to parking lots 22 and 23,” said
Fonseca.
MSU students are anticipating the new
facility.
“I think building a new [recreation]
center is a good idea, but first the University
should take care of the safety hazards in the
commuter lots,” junior history major Chris
Sheridan said.

e B o b b . . . y o u r kind o f g u y :
fast", 'c h e a p an d e a s y !
No need to waste your precious time with shopping or
shipping.
Ju st download eBobb's efiifts.
Customized
poetry and prose, original eBooks, music.
A unique
assortment of cheap . . . e r r r , inexpensive g ift options
to give, or to keep fo r ybursclf.
poet', entrepreneur
balladeer

Available at www.eBobb.com

Ifeatuge

PAGE 5— montfeature@ yahoo.com
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It’s Never Too Early for Holiday Shopping
When and Where to Find the Best Deals On Presents for This Holiday Season
K risten Carlson

_____ :

A ssista n t Feature Editor

hat do you get the guy or girl
who has everything? This age-old
question is the one that most boy
friends, girlfriends, best friends, and family
members dread having to deal with when
the Christmas shopping season begins.
A lot of people simply give up, and ask the
recipient what they want, so they can go get
it. This solution, however practical, runs the
risk of making the gift less special, because
the giver was not the one who put thought
into it - the element of surprise is ruined.
As a college student, giving a fabulous
Christmas present is difficult, not only
because you have to make sure no one else
is getting the same thing, but also because
you have to think of something thoughtful
and unique that won’t cost a lot of money.
A lot of your peers don’t have enough time
to go out shopping either. Online shopping is
a good alternative. There are plenty of web
sites that offer speedy services and unique,
personalized gifts like shirts and jewelry
boxes, watches arid purses.
This mode of Christmas shopping saves
you from waiting in horribly long lines,
walking back and forth between undecided
gifts, and dealing with holiday traffic.
This way, you know what is in stock,
what choices you have,' and you can buy
everything for everyone on your list in one
sitting (while in your pajamas).
1Shopping online during this season, how
ever, is for those who are extremely trust
ing in the powers of FedEx - especially as
December 25 grows nearer and nearer. Two
of the many websites that are used by online
buyers for a mall-free shopping spree are

W
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courtesy of rsvpstat oners.com

Handmade cards, homecooked m eals, and gift certificates to spas with a personal wrapping are just a few of the many practical gifts to
consider for this holiday season.

overstock.com and santas-wonder-land.com.
Another alternative suggestion for gifts
from one penniless student to another is to
make your gifts. It may sound corny or child-

Humor Fights Hunger
Comedy Club Raises Money for Charity

ish to some, but making gifts for your loved
ones proves to be popular among people who
care about each other.
Handmade presents take time and plan
ning, but your hard work w ill show and pay
off once you see the look on the recipient’s
face.
Can’t think of anything you could make?
Pick something you are great at, and put a
little bit of it into your gift. It would be like
giving a little piece of yourself to your loved

cates for hot air balloon rides, snowboarding
lessons, or helicopter flying instructors.
Gifts for parents sometimes seem to be
the hardest ones to find. How many neck
ties does a father really need? If you are
really desperate, ask them what they want.
However, a handmade card with a prom
ise to help out around the house is always
welcome (they’re your parents - they can’t
really dislike anything you give them).
Hard-working parents deserve gifts that

D ouglas M cIntyre
S ta ff Writer

he collaboration between a wellknown comedy club and a good drive
is an idea that won’t go unnoticed.
The result of an alliance such as that can
form a humorous journey towards a worthy
cause. Last Wednesday, Nov. 10, Rascals
Comedy Club on Bloomfield Avenue hosted
a charity food drive for the homeless. As
guests walked in the door, they could donate
two food items to lower their entry fee from
$10 to only $5. Each guest then traveled up
a flight of stairs, to be greeted at the door by
the cheerful host Liz Russo.
The room, as one of the comics Lisa
Landry put it, is like “a bam with paint
ings.” Indeed, the red walls do remind one of
a barn, adorned with black and white paint
ings of such famous comedians as Chris
Tucker and Rosie O’Donnell. The small
stage is set with a tall stool and microphone,
in front of the club’s name and mascot: a
weasel. The black and white tablecloths and
tall votive candles gave the room an unusual
ambiance.
As the announcer said, the purpose of
the event was to “fight hunger one laugh at
a time.” About a half hour after the 8 p.m.
start time, Russo took the stage, announc
ing the charity. She mentioned that all
food donations throughout the month of
November would go to Action A gainst
Hunger Human Needs Food Pantry, which
would provide the food to homeless families
for Thanksgiving. Russo went on to say that

“If you can cook, give your best friend a batch
of awesome peppermint brownies...or give your
girlfriend or boyfriend a coupon for a romantic dinner
made by yourself.”

T

courtesy óf rascals.net

Liz Russo, comedian and model, took
center stage as she hosted the food drive
at Rascals Comedy Club on Bloomfield
Avenue.

for the month of December, Rascals Comedy
Club would be holding a toy drive.
Russo began the event by poking fun at
almost everyone in the audience, using a
range of voices to make a mockery of people
in a good-natured tone. One that got many
laughs was a crack at former President
Clinton shopping at Seaman’s.
Other comedians appeared with varying
levels of fame. Ross Bennet, the first come
dian of the night, has appeared on Tough
Crowd With Colin Quinn, a TV show on
Comedy Central.
S EE ‘RASCALS’ ON P. 8

one for Christmas.
If you can cook, give your best friend a
batch of awesome peppermint brownies (cooksrecipes.com proves to be a popular website
for those kind of gifts) or give your girlfriend
or boyfriend a coupon for a romantic dinner
made by yourself.
If you like music, or if you play an instru
ment, make a mix CD for your siblings so
they can tune into the music you listen to.
Or better yet, write a song for a loved one
and record it; name it after them and have
a picture collage on the cover of the CD. It’s
the little details about gifts that make them
extremely special.
Keep in mind that gifts don’t have to be
in large packages to make a statement or
mean most to the recipient. Coupons and gift
certificates are great gifts, especially if they
are thoughtful and useful to the person (Hint:
Unless they ask for it, don’t give the gift cer
tificate from Hot Topic to your parents).
■You can give someone tickets to the theatre
to see a show they’ve mentioned that they’ve
wanted to see, or concert tickets to their
favorite band. According to thanksdarling.
com, for more unique personalities, try certifi-

are based upon the idea that they need some
relaxation in their life. Get your mother a
trip to a day spa; get your father tickets to
a football, basketball, or hockey game. Or
get the both of them a free vacation for a
weekend to a hotel. These gifts show that
you notice the work they do for your family,
and that you appreciate and love them very
much.
The basic idea to giving a memorable
present is to tune in to your friends and loved
ones these next couple of weeks. Prepare
yourself for when you actually go shopping.
Take note of what they like, dislike, what
they really want, and what they are most
likely to get from someone else. Use special
details to make a gift unique, even if it’s
store bought.
Make wrapping paper out of plain paper
with photo copies of pictures of you and your
friends to wrap the gifts - your friends won’t
want to tear it off so quickly!
Handwrite your holiday cards with spe
cial notes or inside jokes to let them know
you think of them often, and that you sin
cerely want them to have a great holiday.
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The Dieter’s Holiday Made Simple
Tips for Enjoying a Low-Calorie And Delicious Thanksgiving N ight Feast
Karen Herzog
K RT Campus

bu’ve sacrificed mashed potatoes and
cookies for the good of your waistline,
but now the carb-festooned holidays
are fast approaching. Do you keep up the
good fight against bad carbs, or surrender
to the traditional Thanksgiving fixings and
Christmas cookies? If you choose the latter,
how do you keep from gaining back all the
weight you worked so hard to lose?
Many Americans apparently are debating
these questions, according to the NPD Group
research firm, as reported at CNNMoney.
com. The percentage of Americans follow
ing low-carb diets dropped to 4.6 percent in
September from 9 percent in January, NPD
Group reported.
The most important thing to remember
on Thanksgiving Day is to avoid starving
yourself in anticipation of the big dinner, said
Kristi Widmar, Weight Watchers’ public rela
tions manager for the central region.
“Eat a good, balanced breakfast,” she
advised.
Recipes can be tailored to reduce calories
and fat without sacrificing flavor, Widmar
said. Stuffing can be made with low-fat
canned broth, mashed potatoes with broth
and skim milk. When the turkey is passed
around the table, choose white meat with no
skin, Widmar suggested.
Instead of traditional candied sweet pota
toes, consider a baked sweet potato - high in
fiber and low in calories, unless you smother
it with butter and brown sugar. For dessert?
A single-crust pumpkin pie made with lowfat frozen yogurt. Widmar also encourages
baking with Splenda, a sugar substitute.
“You can’t make food the enemy,” Widmar

Y

Third, don’t forget to substitute for highfat, high-calorie foods that were allowed on
the low-carb diet. Switch from high-calorie
bacon to turkey bacon, and eat more chicken
and fish instead of steaks. Don’t forget to
shift to lower-calorie dressings. And, instead
of butter, use butter-flavored vegetable oil
sprays.
Fourth, people love the fact that they can
eat unlimited meat and cheese on a low-carb
diet. But now it’s important to do a “plate
check,” Blatner said. Consider your plate a
three-compartment picnic plate.. One-fourth
of the plate is for lean meat and fish, another
fourth is for whole grains, brown rice and
high-fiber rolls, and the largest section - half
the plate - is for vegetables.
Consumers are becoming savvy about
carbs on labels, Blatner said, whether they
follow a strict low-carb diet or not. “It’s
inevitable these diets w ill fade, but people
w ill continue to be aware of carbs, just as
consumers look at food labels' now for fat
content - a leftover of the low-fat craze.”
“The bottom line to all of it,” Blatner said,
“is calories count when it comes to weight
loss.” Mayer’s best advice: choose wholegrain breads and fiber. Avoid processed
foods and don’t look at low-fat foods as the
answer, because they may contain more
sugar.
“Before we had a lot of money to spend
on processed foods, we ate healthier,” Mayer
said. “You don’t have to spend a lot of money
to eat healthy. Eat your dessert, but lim it it
to one or two days a week.”
courtesy of a-personaldietltian.com
Widmar, of Weight Watchers, said it was A strict diet regimen requires sacrifice and devotion. But that doesn’t mean it can’t taste
only natural that people w ill try differ good - add more fruit, vegetables, and fish to your diet for a healthier life.
ent diets when struggling to control wéight.

IV F
“The most important thing to remember on
Thanksgiving Day is to avoid starving yourself in
anticipation of the big dinner. Eat a good balanced
breakfast.”
K risti W idm ar
W eight W atchers Public Relations Manager

said. “Compensate for the rest of the day if
you have to have something. It has to be liv
able.”
Dawn Jackson Blatner, a spokeswoman
for the American Dietetic Association and
a registered dietitian for the Northwestern
Memorial Wellness Institute in Chicago, said
she’s heard from several people concerned
about how low-carb dieting w ill interfere
with their usual holiday eating.
“Holidays typically invoke anxiety about
weight gain, but this year, more than others,
has people concerned about corn, potatoes
and peas - foods they avoid on the low-carb
diets,” Blatner said. She recommends a four
pronged approach:
First, “have patience,” she said. “You do
gain two to three pounds of water weight
at first when you go off the low-carb diet.”
That’s just the water you originally lost in
the diet’s induction phase. Give your body
about three weeks to adjust.
Second, “don’t go white”: Sugary desserts,
white bread, white pasta and white rice, that
is. “Be a carb snob. Be very particular about
which carbs you choose. Pick fiber-rich veg
etables and whole grains.”
Bright and colorful fruits and vegetables
are usually the best choices, except for com
and peas, which act like a starch and are
higher-calorie vegetables, Blatner said.
When eating potatoes, u se moderation;
they contain beneficial fiber and vitamins.

She’s seen evidence that the Atkins diet is
waning, and that many are choosing instead
to try Weight Watchers, she said. Widmar
refers to the converts as “Atkins refugees.”
“Everyone’s looking for the quick fix Or
shortcut. They don’t want to cut calories.
But now they realize that’s what it’s about,”
Widmar stated.
“Low-energy density foods” are the latest
focus of weight control research, Widmar
said. This refers to foods that keep you feel
ing full longer, such as lean meats, popcorn,
oatmeal and soup.
Dieting is “getting back to basics - watch
ing the calories and not eating highly pro
cessed foods,” Widmar said. What’s the next
buzz in diets?
“Whole food and Slow Food,” Blatner said.
“Eating mindfully and eating whole foods
and natural foods, such as the Bible Diet, the
Maker’s Diet and the Caveman Diet,” all of
which stress the basic foods eaten long ago.
Pre-cut, pre-cleaned spinach, cut-up bell
peppers, shredded carrots and broccoli, and
cauliflower in bags are all convenience-driv
en marketing that -encourages whole food
consumption, Blatner said. In the case of
bagged vegetables, you can just poke a hole
into it and then pop it in the microwave.
Carbs boost energy, and if you find you
have more energy by allowing them back into
your diet, there’s one very important thing
not to forget, Mayer said. Exercise helps.

of
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New Jersey

E G G D O N O R S N E E D E D !!!
THE IVF OF NEW JERSEY IS SEEKING EGG
DONORS OF ALL EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETW EEN
THE AGES OF 21-32.

A S AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE

AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RELIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $ 70 0 0 .0 0

For more information on our egg donor program call
(973)470-0303

and ask for one of our Nurses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST
CLIFTON. NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (973) 470-0303

FAX (973) 916-0488
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Is All Fair in Love And Friendship?
Revelation o f Friend's Cheating Man; Impared Judgement Confuses Partner
to be made a fool.
Dear G.M.,
As a friend, it’s your responsibility to look
I recently found out that my best friend's
out
for your friend’s well being, and if you
boyfriend is cheating on her. I even caught
know
that she’s in a relationship where she’s
him telling some girl that he doesn't even
not
being
respected, then it’s probably your
have a girlfriend. I don't know what I
job
to
let
her
know about it.
should do. If I tell my friend. I'm afraid she's
Try
to
think
of it like this: if you were in
just going to tell me that I'm jealous and not
her
position,
would
you want her to tell you
believe me, but if I don't, then I feel like I'm
•
if
she
knew
that
your
significant other was
being the worst kind of friend. What do
cheating
on
you?
Would
you accept that she
you think I should do?
was
trying
to
protect
you
by not telling you,
-V.V.You definitely are in a difficult position
and frankly it’s really a lose-lose situation no
matter how you look at it. Either way, you’re
going to end up hurting your friend, and
that
certainly
isn’t a feeling
that any of
us like to
cause. In my
opinion, you
really need to assess the
character of your best friend.
If she’s one of those people
who doesn’t want to believe that her rela
tionship is falling apart, then you may have
a bigger problem on your hands.
Some people really hate to face reality
and instead let themselves live in a world
where they can be protected by pretending
that everything is okay. If she falls into that
category, then it’s going to be like talking to a
wall, and you’ll probably end up looking like
the bad guy."
On the other hand, if this guy is really
trying to pull one over on your best friend
and is feeding her a story that is sucking her
into believing that everything is fine with
their relationship, then you can’t allow her

or would you have a hard time believing that
was the case?
Your best bet is to go with
your instincts in this situa
tion. After all, she is your
best friend. I can’t tell
you how she’s going
to respond, and you
probably can’t predict
that either, but you
have to make the deci
sion that is right for
your friendship.
Dear G.M.,
I've been hooking up with
this guy, but every time
w e hang out, he's always
drunk. I'm not sure if he's just hooking up
with me because he's drunk or if because he
really likes me. He calls me when he's sober,
but w e never end up hanging out when
he's not in an inebriated state. How do you
think I should handle this?
-E.C.~

This is an interesting situation just for the
mere fact that this guy is drunk all the time.
That’s a flashing neon sign that says, “Watch

out.” This guy’s main
commitment may be to
his liquor, and if you’re
looking for something
serious, then I may
suggest shying away
from this particular
gentleman. He’s prob
ably young and having
a good time, but what’s
the cutoff for having
too much of a good
time?
When you look at it
from a different stand
point, it takes two to
affirm a relationship,
and if you’re hooking
up with him when he’s
drunk, then you’re con
senting to it.
If it really bothered
you, then you prob
ably would avoid him
completely. Granted,
I know what attracts
people to each other,
and sometimes indi- Knowing whether someone is using you just for sex or is genuinely
viduals can be rather interested in you can be a stressful issue for anyone,
irresistible - but if you
go into a situation with the idea that you so I’d wait to ask any questions until you get
aren’t going to hook up when he’s drunk, then him sober.
My suggestion is to put pressure on him
you need to stick to your convictions.
Frankly, I wouldn’t suggest having any for having a sober date. Suggest something
kind of a serious talk with him when he’s where alcohol is not available for consump
intoxicated because he’s either going to get tion. There are plenty of options like dinner,
defensive or tell you exactly what you want a movie, coffee, whatever, as long as neither
of you are drinking. If he consents to this,
to hear.
Most of us don’t give out the most coherent
S E E ‘ADVICE’ P. 8
information when we’re under the influence,

A Message from your Student Government

G oing S o m ew h ere?
Now You Can “Know B efore You Go"
S h u ttle Bus Tracking W eb site
http://betaanterfleet.com/moiitciair/

Giving You Updated Information On
Your Route

O r go to www.montdQir.edu and hit the upar king" quick link
The GPS tracking is on the right hand side
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The Great American Smokeout

CONTINUED FROM P 7

then the probability of him being legitimately
interested increases significantly.
Plus, it’s a good idea to see his completely
sober personality. You may not like him

“This guy’s main
commitment may be to
his liquor, and if you’re
looking for something
serious, then I may
suggest shying away from
this particular
gentleman.”
when he isn’t drunk. Some people change
drastically when they are imbibing alcohol.
You never know. He may be a complete bore
when his friend Mr. Alcohol isn’t assisting
him in being coy and cute.
Bottom line: don’t hook up with him again
until he’s sober because there is no way to
figure out how honest his intentions are if
he’s not in a position where he is able to make
sound judgments. If he needs the booze, lose
him.

I'm here to answer your questions. If
you have a dilemma like the ones above.
I'm at your service. Just e-mail me at
Montfeature@yahoo.com with the title
'Attention G.M Grosso/ I look forward to
hearing from you.

Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion

Yesterday, Rebel U niversity in alliance with the M SU Wellness Education Center brought to the students the Great American
Smokeout, an Anti-Smoking campaign that delivered its message through fliers, brochures, information packages (Quit K it), and
the ‘cigarette man’. He went around campus asking people to give up their cigarettes and in turn, have a chance ticket to win a
DVD player.

COMEDY CLUB
CONTINUED FROM P 5

After his jabs at Walmart, “a delight
ful store” that “sucks every penny of com
merce out of a community,” Joey Gay, who
has appeared on Law & Order, joked about
midgets and his hometown of Brooklyn.
Following that was Eddie Gambino, seen

To close out the night headliner, Mark
DeMayo graced the stage, making a variety
of jokes about threesomes and children.
Near the end of the night, waitresses
wandered around the tables, asking people
to pay before the event was over. Each guest

The room...is like ‘a barn with paintings.’ Indeed,
the red walls do remind one of a barn, adorned with
black and white paintings of such famous comedians
as Chris Tucker and Rosie O’Donnell.
on The Sopranos, who began his act with an
impersonation of Rodney Dangerfield, com-,
plete with sm all plastic cups in his eyes.
The next comic was Matt Christmas,
a relatively unknown comic who made his
jokes one after the other, mocking the audi
ence very little. The second to last comic was
the only female of the night, who has been
seen on Premium Blend.
Her favorite jokes involved redneck-isms,
close to her heart, as she is from Louisiana.

was required to purchase at least two items
from the menu.
But do not fret, for the tip was included in
the price. The turnout was below expected,
but the audience had a good time. They
made sure to abandon their egos at the door,
for they knew that at an event like this, their
feelings would not be spared of a little mock
ery. Though not as successful as it could
have been, the night was victorious enough
for a Wednesday night.

NO expimiMCE

'ON CALL
WORKFORCE'

We need people in ALL areas:
Engineering Reprographics
web * Graphics * Copy
Customer service * Bindery

FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULES.

partTIme/Full Time
DAYS/NIGHTS/WEEKENDS

- STARTING PAY

$ 10.00
C h eck us c u t at: w t A r w .W E p r in t f a s t .c o m

Em ail / ca ll / Pax Us or Stop in:
us2DB@aiphagrapltics.com
Ph: 973-509-9721 • Fax: 973-509-9727
423 Bloomfield Ave., M ontclair
{Only 3 miles from Campus * Bus Stop right on the Conner)
L ocal H ig h T ech C o m p a n y s e rv in g A l 5 L’ p r o u d ly fo r IS y e a rs.
courtesy of Rascals Comedy Club
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Overcoming Odds
Determination Empowers the Meek

* E v e n ts*

Dr. Rob G ilbert
Departm ent o f H PPERLS

here’s a tug-of-war going on inside of
you. On one side of the rope are your
feelings; on the other side is your com
mitment. They’re struggling back and forth.
The result of this tug-of-war will determine
your success in college. When your commit
ment can defeat your feelings on a consistent
basis, you will succeed.
Let me give you an example. In the New
York City Marathon last Sunday, there was
a winner who finished in 36,188th place. His
name is Keith Mann and he’s a student at
Muhlenberg College.
Keith has no left leg and uses crutches. He
was in his own personal tug-of-war Sunday
for seven horns, 26 minutes, and 14 seconds.
He finished the race because his commitment
defeated his feelings.
At the finish line, The Star-Ledger quoted
Keith as saying, “My hands are killing me. I
can barely move them.” Those were Keith’s
painftd feelings speaking.
Then he said, “All I could think about was
finishing. \It didn’t matter what hurt. No
matter how long it took me, I was going to
make it.” That was Keith’s rock-solid com
mitment speaking.
Keith finished his race because his com
mitment was stronger than his feelings. You
are in a marathon too! But your race is much
longer - it’s a four-year race for a college
degree.
So what’s it going to be with you: your
commitment or your feelings? Your feelings
ire constantly changing . . . do you feel good

T

“Perhaps the most
valuable result of all
education is the ability
to make yourself do the
things you have to do,
when it ought to be done,
whether you like it or not.”

x arties
* F e s t iv a ls *

W alter Bagehot, 1879
Scholar

or do you feel bad . . . you’re motivated or
you’re apathetic. . . you feel like going to class
or you feel like cutting class.
This is normal. But your commitment can
remain resolute no matter what.. You can say
to yourself, “It doesn’t matter what hurts. No
matter how long it takes me, I’m going to
make it!”
Just because you feel a certain way, doesn’t
mean you have to act that way. Once you
graduate, you’ll probably enter a profession.
True professionals are people who do their
best when they feel like it least. Don’t give in
to your temporary feelings. Remain commit
ted. Give up what you want now for what you
want most.
Right now, do you need a Uttle more com
mitm ent? Call Dr. Gilbert’s free SUCCESS
HOTLINE a t (973) 743-4690. Recorded m es
sages are available all tim es of the day. New
messages every day a t 7:30 a.m.

It's
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Covers it All.
Interested in Writing?
Contact Jeremy at:
Montfeature@yahoo.com

or call (973) 655-5241
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for the entire MSU community, it’s

time to face fa cts...

Tuesday, November 30:

Wednesday, December 1:

■ Free H IV Testing: 1 - 6 PM ; U nm arked w hite van behind the
Student Center; Please call 973.655.7555 for an appointm ent

■ A D ay w ithout Art. Check the Web page for m ore inform ation.
■ “W om en and Families: The G lobal Im pact o f H IV /A ID S” w ith
Lew is, Professor o f Psychology; 11:30 A M - 12:45 PM;
The D rop-In Center

■ Safer Sex K its available in the Student C enter Lobby
■ “Free Sex: A ID S and H IV Included: A C onversation about AIDS
and H IV ” w ith Jhon Velasco, BA; 7-9 PM;
SC B allroom s A-C

Thursday, December 2:
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■ Safer Sex K its available in the Student Center Lobby

For m ore in fo rm ation g o to: www.montclair.edu/wellness/wellness/html/WAD04.html
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Inspiring Movie On Musical Legend
Jamie Foxx Puts Himself On Actor ‘A ’ List Permanently in His Role as Ray Charles
Kadijah Basir
A rts and Entertainm ent Editor

legend in the music industry and an
inspiring icon in the world around,
Ray Charles Robinson stands out.
His music has stood the test of time and
continues to make a name for itself. The soulfill sound of this classic singer helped change
the look and feel of music forever.
In honor of his great life, a film was
directed by Taylor Hackford to celebrate and
reflect his unique story. It is easy to simply
tell a tale, but it is another thing to recreate a
life. The film Ray portrayed Charles’ life to a
superb extent. The preparation and research

A

“He took the on the
role and made it better
than anyone could have
imagined him doing. We
have always known Foxx
as a great comedian,
capable of creating
captivating characters to
their realest forms.”
was quite evident within the characters:
Jamie Foxx played the lead role of Charles;
it cannot be stressed enough how riveting

Foxx’s performance was.
He took the on the role and made it better
than anyone could have imagined h im doing.
We have always known Foxx as a great come
dian, capable of creating captivating charac
ters to their truest forms.
Foxx has memorable roles including
Wonda on the In Living Color show and
Willie Beadan in Any Given Sunday, they
have all been great performances.
Foxx has such a dynamic background in
the performing arts that it is no wonder he
was perfect for this role. He is c la s s ic a lly
trained on the piano and an amazing singer
whose talent is finally being recognized.
Ray features many other talented names
in the industry that give the movie such
intensity. Lorenz Tate played the young ener
getic musician Quincy Jones and Regina King
played the one of the voluptuous Raylets.
The film didn’t use the traditional form of
cutting together a movie with the beg in n in g ,
middle and end, but instead was able to cut
back and forth between particular parts of
his childhood to help the audience under
stand who he is. It is widely known that
Charles struggled with demons in his life and
the root o f them was made clear.
The movie showed how he was capable of
achieving so much in his life that most people
would find quite difficult to do. At the age
of seven, Charles experienced more turmoil
in his Georgian home than most do in a life
time.
He witnessed the death of his younger
brother and then shortly after lost his sight.
Charles’ mother guided him through ¿ill this,
while teaching him to be independent with
out pitting himself.
She knew the world has no patience for
those who cannot help themselves. His
mother was without much education, but
knew that she wanted much more for her
child, so she educated him to the best of her

The original Ray Charles sits here in his early days, when he first began to provide the
world with his tim eless hits.

ability until she could do no more for him.
In coming to terms with his music, he also
During this time, a local piano player at the developed his love life. Charles was a noto
bar in town first introduced Charles to the rious womanizer, able to smooth talk most
piano. But it wasn’t mitil he moved to Seattle women; they were “special.” He knew what
that he truly became an artist waiting to be a woman looked like by gently taking hold of
her wrist.
He found one sweet arm to hold onto and
eventually married her; Della Bea Robinson
was played by Kerry Washington. Even
though Charles was extremely unfaithful
and had many children not even mentioned
in the film, Robinson remained true to her
husband.
An amazing part of Charles’ life that the
movie covered was when he moved on to a
large record company and took control of all
his master records. This had never been done
before.
He-also made a stand by refusing to per
form in front of segregated crowds, ultimately
banning him from Georgia.
The most heroic part of the movie was the
end, the defeat of his heroin addiction. He
discovered.
was finally able to realize he couldn’t keep
At this point, the movie follows through blaming him self for things that were out of
his first breakthrough as a struggling musi his control. He made a promise to his mother
cian to when he finally beats his heroin that he would never let his blindness cripple
addiction. Charles went through great strug him.
gles to find out who to trust and how not to
With this realization, he was able to pull
be schemed. Eventually he left all those who him self from out of his depths and sorrow
first nurtured his career and moved to New and he no longer felt him self drowning in an
York.
ever-flowing pool of internal guilt.
Here, he was introduced to a producer of
His life had so many obstacles to overcome
then-struggling Atlantic records that helped and while watching it, you have the feeling
him discover his unique style. Charles even that you were a part of his story, m a k in g it
tually grew into him self and his music.
that much sweeter.
The invention of his style first came alive
Foxx went above and beyond and hope
when he combined the styles of gospel, jazz, fully will be honored for his brilliant perfor
country and orchestral and turned it into Ray mance.
music.

“An amazing part of
Charles’ life that the
movie covered was when
he moved on to a large
record company and took
control of all his master
records. This had never
been done before.”

courtesy of yahoo.com

Jamie Foxx captiviated the audience with his performance, singing the classic hit
‘Georgia' in the movie Ray.
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Rapper

S u rfs Up for Second Season oiThe O.C.
Dennis R. Anderson
A ssista n t Copy Editor

n the penultimate episode of last season’s
The O.C. on Fox, everything seemed to be
going so well for the show’s characters.
Then, in the middle of this 25th episode, it
dawned on the writers that the season was
almost over.
So in the course of an episode and a half,
Ryan (Benjamin McKenzie) impregnated
Theresa (Navi Rawat) and left town; Seth
(Adam Brody) was so bummed out that his
best friend left town that he ditched his
girlfriend Summer (Rachel Bilson) via letter
and took his sailboat to Tahiti; and Seth’s
parents (Sandy and Kirsten played by Peter
Gallagher and Kelly Rowan) were left with a
sad, empty house.
Meanwhile, Marissa (Mischa Barton),
trapped in the house of her finicky moth
er, Julie (Melinda Clarke) and Julie’s new
hubby Caleb (Alan Dale), was left mourning
her failed relationship with Ryan, and it was
only a bit of time before Marissa turned to
the drink.
And Marissa’s usually down-on-his-luck
father, Jimmy (Tate Donovan) made out
okay, finally settling down with screw-up
Hailey (Amanda Righetti).
It sure was nice of the makers of The O.C.
to spend an entire season creating well-written characters that we can laugh and cry
with each week, only to create a cliffhanger
in the last two weeks of the season that left
no one hanging.
Viewers knew that neither McKenzie nor
Brody was leaving the show, and there cer
tainly wouldn’t be parts of the show taking
place in Theresa’s Chino home nor in Tahiti
for long periods of time.
The show, in its title alone, relies heavily
on its Orange County, California setting. So,
in the show’s second season premiere, the
writers had the difficult task of remedying
all of their cliffliangers-for-the-sake-of-cliff-

I

Kadijah Basir
A rts and Entertainm ent Editor

h how I wish it wasn’i
true, but true it remains
One of the more popular
members, and possibly the era
ziest character of the Wu Tang
Clan, OF Dirty Bastard, recently
passed away at age 35. The man
that brought the most flame to
the Wu-Tang’s fire has finally
found his peace. ODB was hav
ing difficulty breathing and com
plained of chest pains early last
Saturday morning, as reported
by his spokesman. He was then
found on the ground of his stu
dio in NYC later that afternoon.
The EMS workers rushed to the
scene, but were incapable of sav
ing ODB’s life, and he was pro
nounced dead at 5:04 p.m.
ODB was scheduled to per
form on Friday at the Continental
Arena with the rest of the Wang
members, but never showed up.
My roommate, the grand hip-hop
fan that she is, went to the con
cert and searched and searched
for the one missing Wu to jump
out and start to “holla” his “Yauh.
yauh, yauh, yah yah.”
He unfortunately missed what
would have been his last hurrah,
with the members that made him
shine, and the fans that loved him,
But according to my roommate,
his spirit was definitely present.
ODB was bom Bussell Tyrone
Jones in Brooklyn, New York, and
was raised by his mother. His
cousins, better known as the RZA
and the GZA, introduced him to
hip-hop and together, with seven
other members, created the WuTang Clan. ODB released his
first solo album, 1995’s Return
o f the 36 Chambers of the D irty
Version. It included the big hit of
the day, “Shimmy Shimmy Ya.”
ODB continued to make his name
known through countless run-ins
with the law. Most can remem
ber the Grammy incident when
he came out on stage during an
acceptance speech and made the
statement “Wu-Tang are for the
children.”
With the trouble in his life, fans
looked forward to seeing him pull
through and triumph. He came
out of prison in spring of 2003,
clean from his drug addiction and
signed with Rockafella to begin
recording as Dirt McGirt. His
album’s release was scheduled
for the spring of 2005. He lived
his life as a great entertainer in
the hip-hop community as well
as in the media. So take out your
best bottle of beer and pour one
out for the 01’ Dirty Bastard, this
week’s ENTERTAINER OF THE
WEEK!

O

courtesy of ocflles.com

The O.C. returns to Fox in what is sure to be another titilating season. Shown here (from
left to right) are M arissa Cooper (Mischa Barton), Ryan Atwood (Ben Mekenzie), Summer
Roberts. (Rachel Bilso) and Seth Cohen (Adam Brody).

hangers.
Since we viewers also knew that Rawat
was a guest star on the show, we realized
wouldn’t be seeing much of Theresa.
So, by the middle of the first episode, Ryan
had already gotten a call from his baby’s
mommy informing him she’d miscarried. No
big surprise there.
The writers realized this and decided to
shock O.C. fans by employing a crazy little
idea called dramatic irony, by informing us
(and not Ryan) that Theresa faked her mis
carriage so as not to bother Ryan.
What a twist O.C.l It’s too bad that
Everwood did the same thing in its actu
ally suspenseful season finale. Thus, clueless
Ryan hightailed it back to Sandy and Kirsten
Cohen’s cushy Orange County pad, but not
before picking up Seth.
Clearly, the show’s writers got sick of
getting questions all summer as to how

K i

■

the Cohen kid was going to make it all the
way to Tahiti on his rinky-dink sailboat

“The O.C. needs more,
not less people around its
glitzy town. Even with all
its cast problems, [it] has
not lost the charm that
caused it to be such a hit
in its first season.”
and so instead, as the second season com
menced, there was Seth in Portland, staying
with former main character Luke (Chris
Carmack) and his dad (Brian McNamara).
He revealed later in the episode that he had
panicked and opted instead to pawn his
sailboat for a cab ticket to Oregon.
With Seth’s buddy Ryan back in the pic
ture of course, Seth stopped reiusing to
return to California, and by the end of the
first episode both were comfortably home.
Equally as predictable was what the writ
ers were going to do to the main teen
females, Marissa and Summer, while the
boys were away. By episode two, it was
already revealed that both young ladies had
new men in their lives.
Apparently, Marissa had taken time out
of her regular regimen of getting drunk,
listening to her Ipod, having temper tan
trums consisting of throwing lawn chairs in
the pool, and calling Ryan just to breathe
into the phone, to start hooking up with the
landscaper (Nicholas Gonzalez) on the side.
While on the other side of town, Summer
had taken an interest in the WASP-y, jock
version of Seth, Zach (Michael Cassidy). I’m
eager to see where Summer and Marissa go
with their new relationships. Clearly nei
ther Ryan nor Seth’s attempts at resurrect
ing their relationships with the ladies have
succeeded as of yet - does this mean these
new guys are sticking around for a while?
I’m all for the characters on the show
branching out. Fve always said that The
O.C. needs a few more actors on the show,
for I can only digest so many relationships,
between the show’s regulars and random
guest stars. Last season, it was often dif
ficult to commit to characters like Anna,
Oliver, Theresa, Rachel, Hailey, and even
Caleb for that reason, because everyone
knew that in a few episodes they’d be gone.
So, if they add Cassidy or Gonazalez (the

courtesy of ocflles.com

The 0.C on and off couple Ryan (Benjamin McKenzie) and M arissa (Mischa Barton) face
rocky roads ahead in season two.

S EE ‘THE O.C:’ ON P. 13
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C a le n d a r

CONTINUED FROM P 12

show’s sole non-Caucasian is a landscaper,
which is horribly politically incorrect casting)
to the opening credits, then I’ll start paying
attention to them. This also goes for the
female love interests that Seth and Ryan are
both due to receive in the weeks to come.
It’s time The O.C. gets more of a Beverly
H ills 90210-style ensemble before the show
runs out of stories to tell.
Cleary, the writers are starting to real
ize this by making the dastardly Dale a
weekly staple to the show. He and Clarke!s
Julie constantly stirred up the drama quo
tient on the show and now that they are mar
ried, are bound to get in double the trouble.
It’s bad however, that the show couldn’t
hold on to Carmack or Righetti. Once
Carmack’s Luke went from heartless jock to
lovable oaf, it seemed like he’d be the show’s
stupid boy staple, the way Ian Ziering’s Steve
Sanders was on 90210 permanently and not
a distant season one memory. Hopefully the
show will reconsider and see its teen defi
ciency.
Then there’s Hailey, who at the end of
last season was happily settling down with
Jimmy. Now, as Righetti has decided to get
her name in the opening credits of O.C.knockoff North Shore instead, Hailey was
courtesy of ocflles.com
quickly scuttled offto Japan. Without Hailey,
Drama isn’t only for teens on The O.C. - Sandy (Peter Gallagher) stands as the godfather of
Donovan’s Jimmy has little else to do besides the Orange County.
being a doting dad to Marissa.
Sure, Jimmy is an ex-love of both Kirsten
and Julie, but the show would be foolish to
use him to break up either the show’s cutest
couple or the show’s most devilishly delicious
couple, respectively. Though this might not
be a problem since Donovan’s rumored to
want out of the show by mid-season. Which is,
again, troublesome, because The O.C. needs
more, not less people around its glitzy town.
Even with all its cast problems, The O.C.
has not lost the charm that caused it to be
such a hit in its first season. Though perhaps
Donovan’s do-nothing Jimmy and Barton’s
mundanely monotone Marissa (someone get
Barton some acting lessons and a sirloin
steak pronto) should’ve been the characters
shipped off to Portland instead of Luke and
his dad, the rest of the characters on the show
are still some of the most intriguing on televi
sion right now.
Whether it be the cool geek Seth, sharptongued Summer, brainy brooder Ryan, silly
Sandy and his cool wife Kirsten, or the
“gruesome twosome” (as Sandy called them
last season) Caleb and Julie, there are still
a number of reasons to take a second season
trip back to The O.C.
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National Treasure
Dir. Jon TurteKaub
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Jam ie Lee Curtis, Dan Aykroyd
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Free Yourself

Concerts & Theater
Thursday 18
Tom Jones - Irving Plaza
| Mandonna, Team USA Knitting Factory

Friday 19

GMAT

♦

LSAT

♦

M CAT

♦ QRE

No O ther Test Preparation Com pany Offers

Ani DiFranco - Beacon Theatre
Stephen Smith - Fez Under Time
Erocktica r Arlene Grocery

Saturday 20 ’ *
gig
The H ives-W ebster H»ll
■
Badly Drawn Boy - TowffHaM
Sunday 21

+Sm aifQ tm pSize
♦Private w te-O n-O ne Tutoring
♦Online ^Resources
•T h e m ost Up-To-Date Materials
♦Free Practice Tests
•The Best, Highly-Trained Teachers

Stephanie Mills - 8 .8 . King's Blues Club
Dogs Die in Hot Car? * Brighton Bar
E m Monday 22
Kenny W ayne Shepherd Starland Ballroom < '« 1111
Hameli on T ria l- Féz Under Time
_ ''ÎÉ Ê j||â
* y ï - W Ê Ê Ê *8dw 23\ |

■ . .Toey Bern^ett '
M arilyn M aison - Starland Ba

Wednesd,

(800) 2-R EVIEW
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Hoobastank
* ^ Love & Spe
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yialikaBericovich, a longtime bookkeeper and well-respected
employee o f tibe Student Government Association, submitted
her letter of resignation to SGA President Jacob V. Hudnut
recently » net an announcement of her desire to retire - but of
her desire to leave Montclair State University.
The details of her resignation, at tins time, am not clear, hat
it seem s as if the decision to accept the resignation was made
not in the best interests ofthe organizations ofthe SGA and the
students «dm run them , and at the very least, was pfà made in
accordance w ith ihe opinions of several SGA executive board
members.
Berkovich w ill only have nine days to train a replacement, a
relatively short period o f tim e for a position of s n elvim p o r t a n t ,
For a position affecting so many students on this campus, it
brings to question the authority placed in the hands of one per
son. ft Was Berkovichs’ decision to resign, but it was Hudnut’s j
decision to accept the resignation and to deny.the' SGA the
courtesy of open debate regarding his course of action.
At this tim e, Berkovich has declined comment due to “legal
obligations.” O f course, if this is a cut-and-dry decision to leave,
why won’t she simply say that she’s had enough of MSU? Why
would two of Hudnut’s top lieutenants voice negative opinions
on how the situation was handled, saying that the decision to

M iguel Alfaro, Debbie Jones,
Rob MacKerchar, Karen Herzog,
Douglas McIntyre, Karan Narwal,
M eaghan M cCallum, Peter DeFelice,
Dr. Rob Gilbert, G.M . Grosso, Tiana Conner

Advisor
Laura Federico

“.„more was at work here than an
employee’s simple decision to quit,”

Advertising Director
K evin Sch w o e b el

Overall Design
Mike Sanchez

accept her resignation was made with “haste?”
Hot to jump to any conclusions, but th e facts and opinions of
those offering comment would seem to indicate that more was
at work here than an employee’s simple decision to quit.
The president is not able to dism iss an employee without
the consent of the entire executive board; however, due to the
fact that Berkovich offered her resignation, the opportunity to
freely remove her was open and available.
An extreme amount of faith in the good judgment of the
SGA president is provided for in the constitution, and if that is
the standard of which the student govemm entoperates, then
regardless of how one may feel, the president'has the final
say,
||
But let’s refer to an old cliche: “where there’s smoke there’s
fire," With a lack of definitive answers, there are. only more
questions that w ill need to be resolved ip tiae near future.
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Appreciating The Career of A Legend
A Reflection on T he Legacy of NBC Newsman Tom Brokaw - A True Trailblazer in T he World of News
On Dec. 1, legendary NBC news anchor
Tom Brokaw w ill leave his highly rated
nightly newscast NBC N ightly News after 22
years of hosting the show.
Brokaw’s departure from NBC -news
reminds me of Jay Follet’s death in James
Agee’s Pultizer Prize-winning novel A Death
in the Family.
In the novel, Jay’s
family copes with his
death in various dra
matic emotional ways
while grieving the loss
of their family’s soul.
And I’ll m iss the
man who I’ve respected
WENDY
and trusted like my
DESTEpANO
own father. Like a good
COLUMNIST
parent, Brokaw has
always been there to
take control and console the nation whenever
it experienced a crisis.
The New York tri-state area w ill m iss our
adopted son from Yankton, South Dakota.
My dad still remembers watching the

“young kid” hosting The Today Show with
Jane Pauley over 20 years ago. We both
can’t believe that the still-young-looking and
attractive gentleman is 64-years-old.
He inspired me at a very young age to
pursue politics and journalism as careers
because of his style of covering the news,
his honesty, and his charming and humble
personality.
He has made watching the news an intel
lectually stim ulating and blessed opportu
nity in becoming informed about the world
surrounding me.
I can still vividly remember the night of
the 1988 Presidential Election coverage, the
night Germany was tearing down the Berlin
Wall, the 1989 Los Angles earthquake,
Operation Desert Storm, the Los Angeles
riots, the 1992 Olympic games, and the first
World Trade Center attack.
I also recollect David Koresh’s Waco
compound, the Oklahoma City Bombing,
the 1996 Olympic games, the Whitewater
Investigation, September 11, President
Bush’s post-9/11 Presidential speeches, and

the 2004 Presidential debates.
Even more recently, I watched Brokaw call
Ohio correctly for President Bush during NBC’s
2004 Presidential Election coverage.
Throughout his career, Brokaw proved to
young people that they possess the power to
change the world with diligence, good inten
tions, and a lot of hard work.
He epitomizes the morals and values of The
G reatest Generation in his book of the same
name. This book is what I consider to be the
greatest accomplishment of his career.
In his masterpiece, Brokaw chronicles the
triumphs and struggles of still-living World
War II veterans. This is a good tribute to World
War II veterans and all soldiers who have
served in war.
His New York Times best-seller and the
book’s sequel An Album o f Memories: Personal
H istories From the G reatest Generation
inspired an NBC News special.
In his efforts concerning World War II,
Brokaw has been expressing the urgent need
and honorable conclusion that the Unifed States
must take care of our veterans and soldiers and

never forget their heroic sacrifices to pre
serve our freedoms and liberties.
He disseminated this exact message
when he addressed an audience of World
War II veterans and their loved-ones at
this year’s World War II induction ceremo
ny commemorating the 60th anniversary
of D-Day.
As a man who admires his late World
War II artillery tester father Red Brokaw,
Tom Brokaw still possesses the innocence
of his 16-year-old self. At 16, his first
broadcast gig was reporting the results on
Election Night 1956 in his South Dakota
hometown.
The United States should never forget
the honorable Tom Brokaw - he is an
American patriot, America’s heroic son,
and the country’s spirit during his 38
years at NBC news.

Wendy D eStefano, a political scien ce major,
is in h er third year a s a colum nist for
The Montdarion.
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Q u e stio n o f
T h e W eek
How ilo you fe e l about MSU's
plans to build a new parking
deck in lo t 22?

GARY
DO M IN 1CUS

Year Sophomore
Major: Human
Ecology
_ _ _ _ _ _

“I til ink that we need
more parking, but
il't hey build a new deck it u ill force
'tudents to pay for parking that thw
shouldn't have to.”
■ SA M R ICH M A N

Year: Sophomore
Major: Hospitality
Management
"Good idea, MSU is
finally doing some| thing good for the
students, instead of doing something for
their wallets."
K EITH M A RTEN

Year: Senior
Major: Commercial
Recreation and
Tourism
'[ think that the
H school needs to build
<i new dorm instead of a new parking

T1FFANI
C A R LSO N

Why We Followed Peterson
Was It Justice or Tabloid T h a t Drew Americans to the Scott Peterson Trial?
With the Scott Peterson verdict in, an
entire nation can now sit back and ask
itself an important question: Was it worth
the wait? Was the trial and buildup worth
the nearly two years we sat, glued to CNN,
watching every step of the process to the
eventual conviction?
As it turns out, we didn’t really learn
much when it was all
H
over; the prosecution
H
was never able to pro
duce a murder weap
on, there was no clear
motive, and the cause of
death was never estab
lished.
What we do have
KARL
is a large amount of cir
DE VRIES
cum stantial evidence
OPINION EDITOR
that was enough to put
Peterson away for the
rest of his life, and another sad story about
the wasteland of what was once called the
American dream: a young man, a beautiful
wife, a son about to enter this world. Last
week the verdict came in, and the latest legal
soap opera came to a close.
If you’re like most Americans, you prob
ably concluded a while ago that he committed
the act; he had a flim sy alibi (fishing trip on
Christmas Eve?) and he had an affair; he
came across to many as a generally sleazy
character.
However, three jurors were removed (two
of which in the last week) and the possibility
of a hung jury became more and more pos
sible.
That, coupled with the lack of hard evi
dence, made the following clear: if the prose-

■

cution’s job is to prove the defendant “guilty
beyond reasonable doubt,” they failed.
But then again, were the legal intricacies
the selling point in this case for Americans?
Hardly. Americans milked this trial for the
sheer tabloid enjoyment of it, not out of any
sincere interest in seeing justice served.
This is not new, but perhaps a commen
tary on the values of our society; from the
cases of Peterson to Gary Condit to Jon Benet
Ramsey, it has been less about right versus
wrong than the spectacle of attractive, pack
age-able Americans getting themselves into
trouble.
If you think about it, thousands upon
thousands of women are reported m issing in
this country on any given day, and not a news
broadcast goes by in which the latest human
barbarity isn’t chronicled and detailed for all
to see.
But the difference is not in how or why
these acts were committed, it is the circum
stances in which they take place; do you
really believe that had a Paterson man been
put on trial for the same crime, that the
case would have received anywhere near the
attention that this one did?
In terms of pure entertainment, this case
had every conceivable selling-point for the
reality-TV generation: a white, middle-class
family, a beautiful young woman, an affair
involving an attractive blond and a goodlooking, marketable young man who seems
to be hiding something, all set in the home of
Hollywood.
By the time the verdict came back from
the jury, the trial itself had become the story;
it didn’t make a difference whether Peterson
was guilty or not, but rather the fact that he

likely committed the crime was what con
victed him in the eyes of the public.
According to CBSNews.com, over 1,000
people crowded outside the Redwood City
courthouse and cheered as each guilty ver
dict came, on over the radio. Drivers in
the Modesto area honked their horns and
beamed with the news that Scott Peterson
was guilty.
A “not guilty” verdict, it would seem,
would have stirred up nothing less than a
lynch mob.
I do believe that Peterson killed his wife,
but I’m not convinced that Peterson was
convicted of the crime, and in the end, I don’t
believe that his trial was conducted follow
ing the guideline of “innocent until proven
guilty.”
In this case, the media was not to blame;
they go where the ratings go. It was the
public’s appetite for circus that dictated
the direction of this trial. In the end, the
Christian was thrown to the lions.
It won’t be long until the next Peterson
trial surfaces, just as it won’t be long until
the next Lewinsky scandal, or the next
Elian Gonzalez human interest story occurs.
Americans historically are more than happy
to promote themselves, but rubberneck at the
tragedies of others.
On Nov. 22, the sentencing stage for
Peterson w ill begin, in which a jury will
decide between the death sentence or life in
prison. A decision w ill be made and judgment
w ill be handed down; may justice prevail.

Karl de Vries, an English, major, is in h is first
year a s Opinion Editor for TheM ontoIari o n.

M ontclarion M ailbag

Yean Sophomore
Major Théâtre
Studies
^ ..
Dear Montclarion,
“Good idea if they
decide to build it
during the summer. [3uilding) it during
the school year would just create more
problems.”

www.themontclarion.org

OPINION

Dear Montclarion,

nice to know that, recycling one ton of paper
literally saves two barrels of oil. New Jersey
only recycles 69 percent of its aluminum
cans, all of which can be made into new
cans in eight short weeks - we can do better
than this. The fact that one 15-year-old tree
produces only a half a box of paper should
be enough incentive by itself for students
to recycle - that is, if we value the air we
breathe and the environment in which we
live.
If being friendly to the environment, con
serving energy and saving resources aren’t
enough, there is money involved as well.
Recyclmgigfowers costs, and the revenue
.;^ fe^ ^ ^ tlellin g our recyclables on the mariSt^^pJjfjéven serve to control tuition costs in

There was an article about the Montclair For the past month, many students may have
State University Ultimate Frisbee team in seen their peers around campus, poking
the Nov. 11 issue of The Montclarion. This is through garbage cans and recycling contain
a very interesting sport and topic to explore. ers as part of a service-learning project for an
However, I feel that some important points Emerging Leadership course this semester.
HOLLY BOHN
were missed and that the article was incom
Student researchers have evaluated the
Y ear Sophomore
plete. Some of these points are as follows.
recycling program on campus, and have
M ajor Education
Ultim ate Frisbee is a co-ed sport. Reading found that it is strikingly common to find
the article, I did not see it mentioned that it is, outdoor garbage cans that are contaminated
^ think it’s an idea
in fact, a co-ed sport. All tournaments that with ree|s|lables that we could and should be
; worth pursuing since ;
the MSU team, or Dirty Jerz, participates in
is equally concerning is the
we’ve bad so many
are
co-ed
tournaments.
At
tournaments
and
recycling
containers are often
problema on campus
other games, there are seven players thqfr .“«contaminated with non-re cyclable item s such
relating to parking. It’s the best idea
play on each team at a time, five m m ugH g ill can<fy' wrappers, paper plates and articlea
anyone has come up w ith yet*
two women. Dirty Jerz has s r x £ g N flH H | ■ U o tb fo g .
I
I
H |
along with the 11 men. A reader m J g H H
( omxnon m istakes that are unknowingly
ELENA PORSCH
that Ultimate Frisbee is a men’s sport afljjj frj made by students include frying to recycled 4 ,* After conducting the research, we have
is important to state that if is a i o-ed sp o rt' item s that have been contaminated by food, coinè to the realization that recycling is an
'-Year: Freshman
It was also mentioned that the team jWW such a? pizza boxes, or paper plates. Plastic |llf f ip lj iit part of keeping our campus clean,
M ajor Biology
its second year of existence. It wasn't dear if bags, lids, and tubs can aJèorio£h& recycled, ^ i^ il^ ^ t io n lawful. If we all pitch in, it is
"It done not really
everyone on the team was on the team H I a n d the same gués for hardback books and only a matter of time before we see positive
affect me but I know
year or if there were any newcomers. Out o f wax-roatod boxes or cartons.
results on campus. As college students, we
that it w ill help the
the 17 players on the teair^frve; of th**in h i t ' p H |jB p fefr seem s that many students at have no excuse for ignoring our responsibility
commuters'
new members, and mostly students who.faepj ljdontctair S t a l» 't j |ii^ ® t e ; ^ d o not care to the environment. We are endowed with a
never played organized Ultim ate Frisbee w i t recycling, The waste receptacles have special responsibility to set an example to the
before. It was also not mentioned tha tB lilB been clearly labeled and designed to ensure w e a l and global community.
Jerz came in fourth place in their bracket at that it is easier for students to determine
S H A U N A FO S T ER
the last tournament they played in, Syracuse, where to place their waste.
Joel ConcannOn
I¡1111
New York.
1
Some
people
may
wonder,
“Why
recycle?”
Freshman
Year: Sophmore
I feel that these points are important to the Aside from th e fact that New Jersey law has Political Science major
Major: English/
Ultim ate Frisbee article in The Montclarion. made recycling mandatory for 18 years, recy
Communications
cling has many benefits. Recycling dramati Dave Lucien
Nicholas Burner
-v .“About time! Even
cally reduces air and water pollution, con Freshman
..
though I don’t have
Freshman
serves natural resources, and saves energy.
Undeclared
a car yet, I will
Athletic Training major
With the rising prices of gas and oil, it’s
definitely get one if the
new parking deck is created Just make The Montclarion Mailbag Policy
it free!”

E

• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will net be considered for publication. • Once

received, letters are property of The M ontclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the authors

¡jpucsbiin of me Week opinions are views
e 'ipressaci by the students of Montclair State
University, and are not n ecessa rily the views
Of The Mantclanon
■
wm

name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission dead
line: Monday. 10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to MontOpinion@yahoo.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor,
Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
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FIN ANCIAL M ANAG EM ENT CLUB
“

YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURE BEGINS

L e a r n A b o u t:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial Aid
Credit Cards
Budgeting
Stock Market/ Securities
Real Estate
Marketing
Student Loans
Mentoring
A nd more!

Location: Dickson Hall Rm# 279
Time: Every Wednesday @ 2:30-4:30pm
Want to learn more about us?
Contact us by email or phone@ perez!4@mail.montclair.edu. (201)658-0314
Maria De Lourdes Torres (Club Advisor), Torresm@mail.montclair.edu>
(973)655-5437
Office located: in Morehead Hall, EOF department, Rm 203

“Gravy, sir?”
The Montclarion ys seasonal food drive is taking
place all m onth long.
Please bring your non-perishable food item s to
Student C enter rm. 113.
All items will be donated to a local food bank.

w w w .them ontclarion.org
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Exposed
6 Pesky flier
10 Healing sign
14 Goddess of
peace
15 Catch with a
lasso
16 Summon
17 Necklace units
18 Judah’s son
19 Biblical
preposition
20 Cul-de-__
21 Turning point
23 Become swollen
24 Sound bite
26 Doctors
28 Does ghost
work
30 Roll-call
response
31 Out of proper
order
32 Mocking
37 Trunk spare
38 Rustic retreat
39 The Eternal City
40 Vigorous
42 Rescues
43 College credit
44 Loathe '
pictures
49 Independent
one
50 Former Russian
rulers
51 Demon
53 Lawyers’ org.
56 Movie dog
57 Create cubes
58 Carl of the
gridiron .
60 Regrets
61 Forest denizen
62 Sublease a flat
63 Actress Russo
64 Countercurrent
65 Pert
DOWN
1 Top parts of
overalls
2 Neighborhood
3 Get back .
4 Conclusion
5 Tyrants
6 Stand of trees

1

2

3

6

4
5

14

9

ia,
24

12

13

34

35

36

53

54

55

19
j
23

22

■
25

26

■
27

■
30

29
■
32

i
31

33

■
38

37

39
■

B
41

40

■
44

43
46

11

16

18

20

45

10

8

15

17

28

7

47

■
49

48
■
52

50
■

j

n
58

56

■
59

“I don’t know, he’s just been acting
really agro lately.”

I
¡62

60
I
63

65

64

11/03/04

© 2004 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

7 Kiddy taboo

S o lu t io n s

A s s V
9 Hamilton bill
1 3 i 3
10 Stern oar
11 Hiawatha’s craft y 3 i 1
12 Place for
V a V
sacrifice
y 3
I
l
3
s
22 For what
s 3 A V
worth
3 m 0 y
23 Pugilist Max
25 Al or Bobby of
1 V 0 i
auto racing
27 Actress Gray
S a 3 i
28 Loathe
I
V 0 i
29 Dictator Idi
0 i Nn
30 Custom
1 i V 0
32 Contented
33 Fuming
a V 0 s

A a a
y 3 3
3 0 1
a N3 1 3
N0 1
S
1 1
3 a
s
0 11
N 1a V
y i 1 V s
3 y 3 H
■V 3 H •3
1 0 A
a
NV N0
3 d 0 y
1 V N0
s
y
3

35 Iowa State
45 Belle or Kenneth
location
36
we forget...” 46 Magazine copy
38 Smallest part of 47 Grow dark,
perhaps
a buck
48
Obliterate
41 Firearm's
49 Wary
42 Transmitters
52 Frosted
44 Put on

3 N3
S 3 n
al V 1 s
[s y V s
l N3 1 i
Nn
3 0 y 3 N
o\ 3 y 1
[s S i IAI
s i Nn V
1 0 n 0
1 d "ÿ V
s a V 3
3 N3 y
|a 3 y V

3
a

54 Quilters’
gatherings
55 Bohemian
57 ETO
commander
59 Meadow in
poetry

y
y

V
i
s
3
1

V
H
S
a
i
a

“I told you to give those hands a rest, Billy ...
Nintendonitis is nothing to scoff at.”
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COMICS

BV BILLY O'KEEFE

PAUL
w o o , wo o ! the PAU L'O 'M orm
HAS BOLLED u a INTO SCHOOL/
A m WHOA, VCXTBE A MAN NOW/

T a u ru s M

www.mrbiuv.com

o r m m abe a- blowincTHE WINDS OP L o o se m m ,
the winds

Starti)iff tu plan ahead would bo a pood move
for you since you'll probably end up with an
overlapping schedule if y o u don’t It’s lune lo

/X G e m i n i Ä
,Mav 21 June 20}
You’re in llie running lor some great gifts
Turn up the charm If you want to win you'd
better focus all vour abilities Remember there

^ C ancer
iJuno 21 - July 2T
■
A visitor will come bearing gifts At first they
may seem useless blit soon you will see that
they are in fact quite useful. Be grateful that
people hove you m their thoughts
5 0 -3 1 -2 3
■et L e o *éf
iJuly 22 August ¿1'
Guidance from an older individual will help
you resolve your problems. It’s wise to heed
the advice from someone with experience You
will sis' n lug illITeienctt in youi future

02-14-34

■

m Virgo m

,

■ ■

{August 22 - September 211
Yóui sai casi ic rcnarks c:m he quii e il isrou ’■ag
io g Fa*c- up and cui penple some -Jack Your
trieiuN uiirht he userl tu it bui others aie noL
l»f sirioiiive to othirs teelings ni out.'irici.'

www.joshshalek.oom, kid_shay@joshshalek.com

44-04-21

\

•

Peace Girl

■'Sep! ember 22 October 22'
Take a mad trip and li -ve soni fun You’ve
'pent too much time cooped up it's Um* to get
out. Meet some new people You will . m>-ig’1
lrurn lhi- trip with more seli-cnnfiiierice

té Libra
¿h

xS7

*>

o°

by Martin Cizm ar

Some o f my friends and I

I doubt she’ll have the

dumped a bucket o f red

nerve to go out and buy

paint on a woman ^

j j p J S a replacem ent..

"

' /

•

«ft S c o r p i o <#*

a for coat last

:

'

(October 23

November 21 :
"

It seem.' like ewiyoniv« arivue i<=getting you
into esen moie trouble lake it ear.v. you're
blowing things out of proportion You’ll be okav
if you just take il ui-v
29 - 5 0 - 13

*eek.

!

I f so, I guess a few more
minks will be martyred
for die cause!

5p

o

.-,-,

0 5 - U -4?

by Martin Cim ar

s?) S a g i t t a r i u s &)
tNov’-inhi-r 22 December 2Ü'
You feel a little .'tressed with Hie I
season on its wav. There ..re «¡o many peupli
to ship for w.th so hltle money and l:nu- N'»1
In worry soon you'll run into »ome quick tasi
opportnr.it it«
3 7 -2 0 -4 5

^ C a p ric o rn
'.L>-reml ier 21 Janu.iry 19 1
People are asking about you Seems like you
have some admirers interested in getting t
meet. you. Don’t be shy. It migli! be a hill
weird at first bui ynull warm up to them
1 9 -3 1 -0 3

A q u ariu s ^
'.January 20 - February 17
It’s time to get revenge on that backstal]
fnend You must plan carefully they re qu
catch on. Get more friends in on this evil
and it w ill be s u c c is s f u l.H j
03 - 5 6 -1 9

A r e you an a r t is t or cartoonist?
Send your
cartoons
to the
Montclarion!

f

Email: \
f MontProduction J
\@yahoo.com J

P is c e s
Ütbruary 18 - Maren 19:
Qm! watching TV and pick up a book YnuY
etartmg lo get lax» upain Don'l p u t >ciiitH
in a bad S itu a tio n It’Ii be hard to gei back o
trark if you get oft' it now
H
4 2 -0 7 -5 8

!Rt A r i e s ¡»t
'.March 20 - April 19'
■
Lately your mate has been acting a lit! ie wen i
but it’s because they have a surprise in stoi
for you. Continue to let things run its course
That which you want the most will be yours
0 1 -1 5 -2 8

C la s s if ie d
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Child Care Wanted
Test yo u r pirate, princess, and Batm an
k n o w le d g e. T h re e fu n , curio us and
im ag inative kids in U pper M o n tclair
(ages 7/4/4) are seekin g like-m inded
babysitter fo r W ed n esd ays from
aro un d 2:30-7pm and a d d itio n al days/
hours if possible. Call D ebbie (973)
746-9296

2 m om s need h e lp er w ith 1 car. 4
m ornings 6 am - 8 am w ith drop o ff at
school. 3 a fter school pick-up from bus
stop. Som e activities to go to ... Inter
e ste d ? call (973) 509-7314 exp./ref.
need ed

P/T N anny to pick up 3 yr. old son from
school. Tues, W ed , T hurs. 3-7. G len
Ridge. (917) 566-4427 o r (212) 4633634

G re a t jo b fo r m atu re co lleg e stud ent!
M o n tclair fam ily seeks a ftercare fo r
tw o schoo l-ag e boys. Responsibilities
include assistance w ith h o m ew o rk , test
prep, and driving child ren to activities.
M ust be p ro fficien t in English g ram 
mar, M ath, and R eading . A lso, m ust
have valid license. W e o ffer co m p eti
tive salary and benefits. Please co ntact
K athy Bias a t (973) 568-7117

M other's H elper N eeded - A ssist w ith
h o m ew o rk and gam e playing. 4pm
to 6pm 2 to 3 days a w e e k . Little Falls
area. O w n tran sp o rtatio n necessary.
R eferen ces req u ired . (973) 890-1045

Help Wante

•

www.themontclarion.org
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Part-tim e w o rk . G re at pay, flexible
sched ule, sales/services, all ag es 18+,
co nd ition s apply, 973-256-5839

Î

Miscellaneo!!

•Î

★
Spring B reak 2005. Travel w ith STS,
A m erica's #1 Stu d en t Tour O p era to r to
Jam aica, C an cún , A cap ulco, Baham as
and Florida. N o w hiring on-cam pus
reps. Call fo r discounts. Inform ation/Reservations 1-800-648-4849.
w w w .ststravel.co m

Spring B reak 2005. Travel w ith STS,
A m erica's #1 Stu d en t Tour O p erato r to
Jam aica, C an cún , A cap ulco, B aham as
and Florida. N ow hiring on-cam pus
reps. Call fo r discounts. Inform ation/R eservations 1-800-648-4849.
w w w .ststravel.co m

$450 G ro u p Fundraiser. Scheduling
Bonus. 4 hours o f yo u r group's tim e
PLUS o u r fre e (yes, free) fu n d raisin g
so lutio ns EQ U A LS $1,000-$2000 in
e arn in g s fo r yo u r group. Call TO D A Y
fo r a $450 bonus w h en you schedule
yo u r non-sales fu n d ra iser w ith CampusFundraiser. C o ntact C am pusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238, or visit w w w .
cam pusfundraiser.com

*

* Positions Available Immectately *
J

for M a4 Scientists.

*

*

#****★ #★ *

J

* M*i ScienceofNorth Central NewJersey ★
£ is currently looking for students to work J
¿ 1-4 hours a week teaching science classes★
*to ki4s. Excellent pay-including training!! J
*

*
J
*
*

r, v/

PoVou;

*

tlove Working with children^
* Have full-time access to a Qri
trHave an outgoing personality^

x
i
t

*

if if you answered yes to these guestions,
*
give us a call at (975) 244-1880
jt
^
and set upan interview.

£
★
it
*

*
★
**********************

T r a v e l F r e e s B e V IP

i4 l.8 8 8 .S p r in g B re a k !
w w w .s tu d m itc ity x ;o n i

What is your child
getting into at the
playground?
Last year, a half million, kids w ere seriously

RO O M M A TE- Fem ale, non-sm oking,
roo m ate w a n ted fo r w o m e n w ith
physical challen g es. Share an appartm en t w ith yo u r o w n private bedroom
in C lifto n . Free ren t in exchan g e fo r
daily assistance and staying overnight.
B ackg round check, drug screening,
referan ces req u ired . Call H arriet of
A ffilia ted Sup po rt Brokers (973) 2560051

injured at their neighborhood playgrounds.
M any of these injuries could have been pre
vented by the supervision o f a knowledge
able adult. M ake sure your child knows how
to use the equipm ent safely and follows:
playground rules at all tim es. N ever allow
.him or her to play on equipm ent that is
installed near concrete, hard-packed d irt
fences, or any other hard object. For more

Po w er House Gym O p en 24 Hours.
Looking fo r fro n t desk, ju icebar, day
care, & sales. Positions includ e fre e
m em bership w h ile em plo yed . Call
G reg (973) 743-7900

information, call 1-800-824-BO N ES, or visit

Planning a W ed d in g ? T h e W estm ou n t
C o un try Club, W est Paterson, (973)
256-2700 has an o penin g on Saturday
night, Ju n e 4, 2004, d u e to a can cella
tio n.

w ww.aaos.org.

American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons
We keep you well connected.

LAITONPICTURES"THESPONGEBOBSO
roEKARYI
RACHTMAI ph“
r u i n u u MUSIC PRODUCER
l\r
m ra g jfT
WRITTEN AND
STÛRYB0AR0ED BY

P G | PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED
SOME MATERIAL MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN

S O M E M ILD C R U D E H U M O R
F o r ra tin g r e a s o n s , g o to w w w .film ra tin g s .c o m

h

r
ph
dyJERZ'

SpongeBobMovie.com

III IA D K T n n BASEDONASTORYAND
PRODUCER JULIHrldiun THE SERIES CREATED BY

ILÏIinwSîEPHE«!
SOUNDTRACKALBUMAVAILABLE
ON SIRE/WARNER BROS. RECORDS

O N LV ¡N T H E A T R E S N O V E M B E R IQ

1
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Nothing to do?

Y E A H , R I G H T !!!!
Thurs. - 11/18

All Day - “Butt” Out - Parking Lots
2:30pm - Exploring Identity: Jewish Latinos
Webster Hall
6pm - Eid-Ad-Fitr - S C Dining Room
7pm - GarndfeJight - S C Ghmmufer Lounge
8pm - Diversity Dancejf||§£ Ballrooms A/B

TONIGHT!
F r i. - 1 1 / 1

ItjfeAll Day^ButtiiOuT- Parking Lots
6pm - Qarba/Bhangra Night - SC Ballrooms A/B/C
7pm - Creole Workshop - S C 411-412
7pm - Movie Night - S C Commuter Lounge
8pm - Poetry Reading - S C Ratt

J
I
[S u n . - 1

1 / 2 1

1

9am - Red Hawk Run - Yogi Bera
lOpm - Movie Night - S C Ballrooms A/B

1 All Day - Movie Tickets at the Bus Stops
7pm - O S A U Gospel Choir - S C Cafe C
7:30pm - Harve:st Ball Dinner - S C Ballrooms A/B/C
_______________
8pm - Meinday Night Football - S C Ratt
M on. - 1 1 / 2 2

T u es. - 1 1 / 2 3

|W e d . - 1 1

2:30pm - “Info Expo” Psych Club - Dl Hall 215
6pm - Step Exhibition- S C Ratt
8pm - The Cipher - S C Ratt

/ 2 4 I

8pm - O S A U Dance Troupe Reversal - S C Cafe C

i#

THANKSilVING!!
For more information about these events, or any other events, please contact Student Activities at ext. 7818
Sponsored by the SGA

w w w .them ontclarion.org
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<6T h e M o n t c l a r i o n ” realizes
that it is difficult to put out “ N ew
J e r s e y ’s le a d in g c o lle g ia te
w e e k ly ” and still find the time to put
on a good public face. In this effort,
we have created the new position of
“ P u b lic R e la tio n s D ir e c to r ”
and are seeking applicants to fill the
position. Qualified applicants will
help the Executive Board of
“ T h e M o n t c l a r i o n ” promote
the newspaper, plan and manage our
special events, as well as handle the
spin on our rare blunders in judgement.
Interested? If so, please contact the
Editor-In-Chief at

973 - 655-5230 or drop a note to
m o n tclario n @ m ail.m ontclair.edu

b r ig h t e r f u t u r e
It's s i m p l e . R e p l a c e y o u r 5 m o s t f r e q u e n t l y
u s e d lig h ts w ith o n e s t h a t h a v e e a r n e d
t h e E N E R G Y S T A R ® to r e d u c e y o u r h o m e
e n e r g y u s e a n d m a k e a b ig d i f f e r e n c e
in t h e f i g h t a g a i n s t a i r p o llu t io n .

E N E R G Y ST A R ® is s p o n s o r e d b y t h e U .S . E n v iro n m e n ta l P r o te c tio n A g e n c y a n d th e U .S . D e p a r tm e n t of E n e rg y .

E N E R G Y STAI

Wit

YO U R H O M E CA N C A U S E T W IC E A S M A N Y G R E E N H O U S E G A S E S A S A CA R.
D i s c o v e r s t e p s y o u c a n t a k e t o r e d u c e a i r p o l l u t i o n f r o m y o u r h o m e a n d c a r a t en erg y sta r.g o v .
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Men’s Basketball
The Sports Guy
Season Preview
The 2004- 2005 New Look Red Hawks
Karan Narwal

tial and work on the run, as well as working
with our big men.”
“We are coming together as a team and
The cold, wet weather during this time trying to know one another’s tendencies.
of the year only means one thing. Yes, it’s There was more size last year so this year
almost time for Thanksgiving, but what we’re trying to get around that and the
matters is that it’s time for the 2004-2005’s fast-break is a big focus,” sophojnore 67-inch
men’s basketball season! This season, the center Paul Taylor said.
campus seems quite ready for the upcoming
season and so is the team. With a new look
and a new attitude, the team anticipates the
season.
Now, with only a couple of players return
ing from last year, this year’s team has some
new faces and new game plans.
“We have a whole new team and we are so
new. I always tell our guys ‘it’s a marathon,
not a sprint,’ ” Coach Ted Fiore said. The
guys are playing with 110 percent and giving Ted Fiore
it all they have. Even though there are new MSU Men's Basketball Head Coach
guys, the team is coming together and blend
ing in.
“There’s- a lot of young guys and we don’t
During the practices, the team focused on
have all the experience like last year. Yet we getting the ball in the paint as well as working
are trying to maximize ourselves as a team around the top of the key and going baseline.
and the guys are playing really hard,” Fiore As far as expectations go, the team plans to
said. The team also has one of the best play take each game one at a time, focus on work
ers in the league, Gian Paul Gonzalez, whose ing the ball
........... ' .
j|
game keeps getting a n d
b et
~
ter. Last seaS ta ff W riter

“We have a whole new
team and we are so new. I
always tell our guys it’s a
marathon, not a sprint.”

si0 n

a*» ^

he

|

started
22
of 23
games and aver- '
aged 14.1 points and 7.3
rebounds, as well as shooting 54.8
percent. This season w ill be even better.
According to Fiore, players such as Michael
Gluck and Rashad Butler, who have dis
played hard work during the preseason,
seem ready to go. The freshmen are the new
guys, as are Anthony Larkin, Omar Colon,
and Keith Houser.
Playing on the fast-break is the newphilosophy of the team, because of the its decreased
size.
“This is all a part of the rebuilding phase
that the team is getting adjusted to” Fiore
said. “We are going to maximize our poten

I I

getting

|
I
j
f

back on defense.
D uring
practice,
Fiore stresses not
receiving unneces
sary fouls and getting
in foul trouble, which
sometimes can make the
difference.
As a team, the players have prepared and
also had help along the way. From Coach
Fiore, to Assistant Coaches Ward and Rowe,
and teammates helping one another, the
new-look Red Hawks are ready to work the
ball and create pressure defense to create
key plays during critical tim es in a game.
The first game is this Saturday, Nov. 20,
at Panzer Gym against Plymouth State in
The Steve Adubato One-on-One Classic at
3 p.m.

V
"¿'K
jtgä&
S
j

The Sports Guy has given far too much
credit, and has given the benefit of the doubt
too many tim es to the Red Hawk football
team. The season is over for them, and the
so-called favorites to win the conference
ended losing four of the last six games. The
Sports Guy says they can name themselves
E.T. because it’s time to phone home.
First, The Sports Guy turns his
head when they drop two straight
conference games and sat at
.500. They were the defend
ing conference champs,
and began the season
with two pre-season AllAmericans; of course
they can turn the sea
son around, right?
The Sports Guy was
about as wrong as
a fat man in a twopiece bathing suit.
Overall the team
finished 4-4 with
a 2-4 New Jersey
Athletic Conference
record - this after
a season in which
they lost only
two games, won
the conference and
advanced to the second
round in the playoffs.
They had a chance to
salvage a winning season
last Saturday in their final home game, but
Rowan quarterback Mike Orihel arid the rest
of the Rowan team would hear nothing of
it. The Red Hawks received a 4 2 ,-1 4 drub
bing, and finish the season in fourth place.
Ironically last season’s championship team
was picked to finish fourth last season, but
finished first. .
The Sports Guy can only think of one
word to. describe the Red Hawk football team:
Mediocre. They finished at the middle of the
pack in almost every statistical category this
season, won some games by a landslide, but
failed to beat any conference foe with a win
ning record, and lost every close game this
season.

The Sports Guy is not saying they need to
go home crying about their season, don’t get
him wrong. But The Sports Guy knows that
Eugene Vick didn’t expect to rush for 500
fewer yards this season than the one prior,
and the team certainly planned on finish
ing better than 4-4. The Sports Guy is
about as disappointed as a kid
without presents on Christmas.
Too bad, so sad, better luck
next year.
The Sports Guy has nothing
but words of praise for the
gutsy women’s soccer
team. This is a team
that’s earned 10
shutouts, knocked
off TCNJ, won two
consecutive games
on penalty kicks,
and advanced to
the second round
of the playoffs.
The Cinderella
team has been
hanging by a
moment all season
long, and riding
the play of excel
lent defense.
The Sports Guy takes
h is hat off to Head Coach
Eileen Blair, and the rest of the
women’s soccer team for a season
well-played, and for leaving their
hearts and everything else out on the field!
The Bonehead of the Week has to
go to whoever is in charge of th is Bowl
Championship Series mess right now. If
Oklahoma, Auburn, and Southern California
all win their last two games, then one team
is going to get shafted, and it just isn’t fair.
The only real way to pick a true national
champion is to have a playoff system to deter
mine who the best of the best is. All of this
strength of schedule and margin of victory
crap is about as ridiculous as P.Diddy with a
mohawk. Till next time, this is The Sports
Guy..

The Sports Guy Is a fictitious character created by Jose Ortiz. The Sports Guy is meant to be humorous, not
offensive.

Pic of the Week

I hink You Know
Your Sports?
■Kill

Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion
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The lovely MSU cheerleaders performed during the annual blastoff competition
between the men's and women’s basketball team. The three-point competition was
among the contests.
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Intramural Volleyball Playoffs
H
a KIî Ia I n n o r
Debbie
Jones

S ta ff Writer

---

----------------

round three w ill be no easy game for the
Recreators against the Sevens. The Sevens
had defeated the Agents in round two after
a bye to begin with. The Agents lost their
momentum after their victory in round one
against HSO Koukles.
Now with four gam es left for the semi
finals, the winner is only two games away
from a victory. Tuesday night determines
the finalists who w ill compete Monday Nov.
22 for their title of Intramural Volleyball
Champions. The men’s championship w ill be
at 9:30 p.m. and the co-ed championship will
be 10:15 p.m. Monday night.

This week began the excitem ent of
Intramural Volleyball Playoffs. Eight teams
matched up against each other Sunday night
to see who was skilled enough to remain in
the playoffs after a round one elimination.
Beginning with the men’s league, Silent
Assassins gathered their strength to conquer
over Team Ramrod. Silent Assassins w ill
now face the top-ranked MSA Bros. As a
returning team, MSA Bros, w ill be a tough
team to beat.
B-sharps versus GWC left GWC with a
loss and elimination in round one. B-sharps
w ill now advance into round two and play
the Shems. The Shems stepped up Monday
night against NBP, a dedicated team who is
serious about volleyball. NBP just barely lost
their second game, which gave the Shems
two-out of two games to win the match.
For the co-ed playoffs, a few teams have
already made their desire for those intramu
ral champion t-shirts known. Those Guys, a
co-ed flag football team that stuck together
through the volleyball season, won their
first playoff game Monday night against
the Replacements. The Replacements gave
a good effort but did not give enough. The
Replacements also pushed through round
one Sunday night against Awesome, but
could not defeat Those Guys. Bang the
Hammer has squashed the Freeman Unit
and is ready for their round-three game
llliimsm
match-up against Those Guys.
Sara Mass I The Montclarion
Sara Mass I The Montclarion
Top of the H ill was a no-show for their first
Curtis Sylvester winds up for the kill.
The intramural Volleyball Playoffs have been filled with very intense competition. Here, a
game of the playoffs, giving the Recreators an
player spikes it past two block attempts.
easy slide into round three. Unfortunately,

iSJMONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY

Students: Earn Extra Money
while raising critical funds for MSIfii!
Apply NOW to be a caller at PHOHMIWMIII

en?

Monday-Thursday rig h ts from 6-9 p.m.
(Holidays and tweaks excfutfed.)

Job runs from Sept. 20-May 5, 2005,

Computer Literacy ♦ Dependability ♦ Enthusiasm
flood phone personality ♦ M ulti-Ungual a PLUS

None required, w e 'll train you!
r

-i-$

L■
»« 'X *. X %’m m

$6.25/hour

Students paid
Knowledge of SMART Call a plus!

During phonatfiwi, students call MSU Alumni and parents,
whose donations provide funding for scholarships, technology
upgrades and programming.

www.themontclarion.org
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Women’s Basketball Preview

Dominique Wilson I The Montdarlon

Sophomore guard Maria Copell will be one of Montclair State’s main outside threats.
Jose Ortiz
S p o rts Editor

Entering the 2004-2005 season, if the
women’s basketball team could be summed
up in-a few words, intense, diligent, and com
petitive would be some of the first to come to
mind. Unfortunately for new Head Coach,
Beth O’Boyle, youthful is another word as
well as inexperienced that may be all too
prevalent when discussing the new-look Red
Hawks.
Out of a team of 14 players, there are no
seniors, six freshmen, and only five players
who were active on last season’s 21 - 7 squad.
The bad news is that one of the players
missing, Ebony Allen, was the team’s second
most productive scorer and rebounder, and
was a member of the NJAC’s All Conference
team in the 2003-2004 season. However, the
good news is that last year’s Rookie of the
Year, and the Red Hawk’s leading scorer and

“We are building a
culture of high
competitiveness. We will
out compete teams.”
Beth O'Boyle
MSU Women's Basketball Head Coach

rebounder, Stephanie Machin, w ill be back
as team captain and ready to lead the Lady
Hawks to a winning season.
“We look for Stephanie Machin to be a key
contributor this season,” said O’Boyle. “But I
like to play up tempo. We’re going to look for
a lot of players to contribute.”
If their practice sessions are any sign,
the strength of the 04-05 Red Hawks w ill
he in their defensive intensity, and a high
level of competition. Strong defense to create
turnovers, and capable post players w ill be a
big offensive generator for the Lady Hawks
who go into this year’s season as a bit of an
underdog, picked to finish sixth.
Rowan (the favorite to win the NJAC),
TCNJ, and William Paterson make up the
power team s in the conference this season.

“We want to play as competitive a sched
ule as possible, so that when we get to the
playoffs, we aren’t just happy to be here,”
O’Boyle said. She has added three top20 programs (Kings, Lebanon Valley, and
SUNY Farmingdale) to the Red Hawk sched
ule this year in hopes that it w ill elevate the
play of the team.
Along with Machin, who averaged a dou
ble-double last season, six-foot and one-inch
Amanda Mullaney, and Ferin Catlett are
both returning this season to add to the Red
Hawk’s strong interior presence. The Red
Hawk’s huge size advantage in the NJAC
may be able to make up for a lack of experi
ence.
“Ferin Catlett is a strong inside player,”
O’Boyle said. “As you see the season prog
ress, she’ll be someone that teams w ill have
to watch.”
Guard play could mean the difference
between a great season, and a disappoint
ing one for the Red Hawks. After Machin’s
stellar season last year, she can expect to see
frequent double team s, which means team
captain Amy Snyder, and the rest of the Red
Hawk guards, can expect to see a lot of open
looks. Latoya Milstrey, Maria Copell, and
Amanda Melo make up the deep threats for
this year’s team.
“The best shots you get [are] when they go
from the inside out,” O’Boyle said. “We want
good looks, one on one. I don’t think teams
w ill be able to guard us, so there w ill be a lot
of open looks.”
O’Boyle was hired in June and brings
experience as an assistant coach from the
University of Rochester, where she helped
guide the Yellow Jackets to back-to-back
Division III Final Four appearances. O’Boyle
brings a winning attitude to a team that may
have been short-changed out of a better year
because of last season’s coaching contro
versy.
The short-term goal for this year’s team
is to be a force in the conference champion
ships. The long-term goal is to compete on
the national level. O’Boyle asks that her
players be competitive, have passion for the
game of basketball, and commit to physical
excellence.
“We are building a culture of high com
petitiveness,” O’Boyle said. “We w ill out-

___________ ;
Dominique Wilson I The Montdarlon

Sophomore Stephanie Machin will be looking to repeat last year’s su ccess. Machin
averaged over 14 points, and 10 boards per game.

Who Should }

TEACH

S eeking to c h a n g e c a re e rs a n d te a c h ?
T ry in g to g et te a c h e r c e rtific a tio n ?
W a n t to te a c h M a th , Science, o r Special E d u c a tio n ?
C o m m itte d to w o rk in g in a n u r b a n sc h o o l settin g ?
The New Jersey Consortium for Urban Education (NJCUE) is a partnership
between M ontclair State, Kean, New Jersey City, and W illiam Paterson
Universities and the Newark, Paterson and Jersey City School Districts.

This alternate route program provides you with:
•Tuitio n -free graduate credits
• Eight week summer preparation program
• $2,000 Summer stipend for student teaching
• Intensive year long-mentoring
• Guaranteed employment upon successful completion of the program

Applicants must have:
• BA or BS in Math for Math certification; BA or BS in Natural or Physical
Science or Engineering for certificatio n in the areas of Biology,
Chem istry or Physics; or a BA in Liberal Arts for certification in
Special Education. (M S, JD , PhD and other advanced degrees
may apply)
• A 3.0 grade point average
• Passing PRAXIS II score
For more inform ation, please visit our
i

I M O N T C L A IR
STATE

THE FIRST AND ONLY CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP WON BY
THE RED HAWK W OMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM CAM E IN THE
1994 - 1935 SEASON UNDER HEAD.-COACH GLORIA BRADLEY.

A f c , I U N IV E R S IT Y

website: www.montclair.edu/njcue;
to apply visit:
http://chapin.montclair.edu/njcue.html;
or call 973-655-7264.
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It’s Manning Time

DeFelice’s Picks
W eekll

O u t W i t h W a r n e r I n W i t h E li, I t ’s M u s t - W i n T i m e in N Y
Pete DeFelice
S ta ff Writer

Well, it finally happened. What we all
knew was inevitable, became a reality this
past Monday morning. New York Giants’
coach Tom Coughlin announced that Eh
Manning would be the starting quarterback
for week 11. Coughlin had enough of Kurt
Warner after the Sunday afternoon debacle
against the Arizona Cardinals. The Giants,
now feeling a sense of desperation, are trying
to keep team spirit alive as the season winds
down. Now m issing Michael Strahan as one
of the leaders of the Giants, Coughlin feels
they need a spark that they had when they
were 4-1 at the beginning of the season.
The Giants had the playoffs well within
their sights a few weeks ago. They were
4-1 without worry. The defense was strong
and the running game was Carrying the
Giants to near perfection. However, when
the Lions came into the picture, they had dif
ferent plans. The Lions brought the Giants’
red zone abilities back to where they were
last year, stopping them numerous times
inside the 20-yard line. Although the Giants
destroyed the Vikings, they went back to bad
habits, losing back-to-back “should have won”
games to both the Chicago Bears and the
Arizona Cardinals.
In my opinion, the Giants have become
too reliant on the Tiki Barber running game
to save them week after week. Eventually,
te a m s catch on to patterns like that and

w w w .them o ntclario n.o rg
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isolate Barber from scoring completely. That
means Warner must lead the Giants to wins,
and we all know how well that goes. I don’t
care who the quarterback is; no team is going
to win games when the quarterback gets
sacked six tim es in one game. It takes the
steam out of an offense and allows the team
to lose confidence in the passing game. I have
by no means been a fan of the Giants’ second
ary; however, when a quarterback holds on to
thè ball for as long as Warner does and has
no peripheral vision, touchdown passes are
not on the horizon.
This week, the Giants w ill be facing
Michael Vick and the Atlanta Falcons. This
w ill be Manning’s first NFL start in regu
lar season play, and ‘anxious’ couldn’t even
describe his feelings right now. He has large
shoes to fill from both his father, Archie
Manning who played for the Saints, and
his brother Peyton Manning, who, with the
Colts, is going for Dan Marino’s record of
total touchdown passes in a single season
with 48.
This is a must-win game for the Giants.
They are starting a new quarterback, but
they can’t let that be a handicap. The Giants
need to suck it up and forge ahead for the
playoffs. A plus for the Giants is that Vick
relies on his own running game to win
games, and the Giants’ defense is one of the
best at stopping the run. Although this is
a long shot, I’m going to pick the upset of
the week right here, right now: Giants 20
Falcons 17.

Mackerchar’s Picks
Week 11

Ram s over Bills
Ravens over Cowboys
Browns over Jets

’ Ram s over Bills
Ravens over Cowboys
Jets over Browns

Steelers over Bengals
Colts over B ears

Steelers over Bengals
Colts over B ears
Eagles over Redskins

Eagles over Redskins
Vikings over Lions
,

Jags over T itans

V ikings over Lions
T itans over Jags

Bucs over Miners
Saints, v'over Broncos
W
Packers over Texans

Seahawks over Dolphins
Broncos over Saints
Packers over Texans

Seahawks over Dolphins

Falcons over G iants

R aiders over C hargers

C hargers over R aiders

Ups# Pick

Upset Pick

G iants over Falcons

N iners over Bucs

Monday High!

Monday Night

P atriots over Chiefs

P atriots over Chiefs

Standings
P e te

1 H f. R o b - ;

1 5 -1 2

The ‘D’ Missing in Dallas
Rob Mackerchar
S ta ff Writer

Luzmery Amador
2001 NJCU Alumna, Communication Design
Senior Art Director, Women’s Wear Daily
-

WWD Children’s Business

NJCU graduates are making an impact on the arts - from
graphic design studios to the fashion runways of New York,
Milan, and Paris.
“When 1 discovered how well respected NJCU was in the
arts, 1 attended an Open House and immediately fe lt at
home in the atmosphere. M y major led to an internship
which provided me with great experience and industry
contacts - which then led to my currentjob... and I love it!”
New Jersey City University’s undergraduate and graduate
programs provide our alumni with the tools they need to
compete and win. From the arts to the sciences, our
programs are designed with a single goal - your success.
The NJCU campus is a supportive environment where
you’ll find the perfect combination of traditional university
architecture and cutting-edge technology, all just a few miles
from New York City, the cultural and business center of the
world. One visit to NJCU and you’ll say, “Success is mine”.

NEW JERSEY C ITY UNIVERSITY
From our beginnings in 1929 as the New Jersey Norm al School, to
today’s status as one o f the nation’s leading urban universities, NJCU
has a 75 year history o f inspiring our students to make a difference...
fo r themselves, their communities, and the world.

1-888-441-NJCU • www.njcu.edu

After a Monday night game against the
Eagles, it’s become evident that defense in
Dallas, aka Big “D” leaves something to be
desired. This Cowboys team, under future
Hall of Famer Bill Parcells, is now 3-6 and
plummeting fast. Dallas allowed 49 points at
home Monday night against the 8-1 Eagles,
their worst loss at home in franchise history,
and allowed 485 yards on defense.
Out of those 485. yards, 134 went to
Terrell Owens, a receiver that the Cowboys
knew they needed to watch even before the
coin toss. They even allowed a play in which
Donovan McNabb scrambled around for 14
full seconds, at which time he completed a
60-yard pass across his body to a receiver in
double coverage. The Cowboys are tied, for
the third worst record in the NFC, just ahead
of an injury plagued Carolina team and a
49ers team that was crippled by free agency.
Dallas can’t blame either their woes on
any of these excuses; they’re only missing
three starters (one of whom is unprovenrookie Julius Jones and the ancient Darren
Woodson) and they picked up big name
players like Keyshawn Johnson and Vinny
Testaverde in the off-season.
This is a team that improved, on paper at
least, from last year - a year in which they
won 10 games and made the playoffs. The
NFC East is weak, and yet, the Cowboys are
at the bottom of it. So what’s the problem?
Maybe it’s the fact that they’re relying on
the arm of a 41-year-old and the legs of a
Heisman has-been.
Both Testaverde and Eddie George were
terrible pickups; Testaverde is too slow and'
too old, and George hasn’t averaged four
yards a carry since the Clinton administra
tion. Johnson isn’t producing; they have no
speed at wide out; and they got rid of Quincy
Carter, the guy who got them into the play
offs in the first place. In fact, their tight
end, Jason Witten, has 16 more catches than
anyone else on the team, showing just how
unproductive this receiving core is. I would
say to hand the ball off to the backup quar

terback if the starter isn’t producing, but the
backup in Dallas has been playing minor
league baseball for the last three years.
So if you can’t run the ball and you can’t
pass the ball, then your defense better be
spectacular. Unfortunately, that’s not work
ing for Dallas, either. The Cowboys defense
is giving up almost 370 yards per game,
which is fifth worst in the league. The dif
ference is that those four team s with worse
defense (St. Louis, Minnesota, Indianapolis,
and New Orleans) can all move the ball on
offense.
So with an offense that only scores 18
points a game and a defense that allows 28 a
game (third worst in the NFL), the Cowboys
have nowhere to go but down. Those three
games they won were against opponents with
a combined record 10-17; their last seven
opponents have a combined record of 35-28.
Not only w ill Dall as finish last in the NFC
East, but they’ll probably be competitive for
the worst record in the conference. With so
much invested in Jones and Drew Henson, the
Cowboys need to improve their receiving core
and defense. A good pickup for the Cowboys
at receiver could be Braylon Edwards out of
Michigan. Mike Williams of USC may go
higher than Edwards, mostly because of his
6’5, 230 lbs frame, but Edwards is no slouch
at 6’3, 208 and has better deep speed, which
the Cowboys desperately need. Another
positive pickup on the defensive side would
be comerback Antrel Rolle, a big physical
defensive back out of Miami (not a bad school
to come from) who shut down rookie standout
Larry Fitzgerald last year, cornerback Carlos
Rogers out of Auburn, or even linebacker
Derrick Johnson out of Texas. Rogers has
many of the same advantages that Rolle has
(good size and speed) and is a proven senior
leader on an undefeated Auburn team this
season, while Johnson has heart and good
speed to the ball, which could come in handy
in stopping the run (the Cowboys are giving
up over 125 yards a game on the ground this
season). Rogers or Rolle, when paired with
youngster Terrance Newman, would give
Dallas some depth at the comer and would
allow big hitters Roy Williams and Darren

www.themontclarion.org
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How many MVP awards did Wayne Gretzky accumulate in
his career?
LAST W EEK’S QUESTION

Sophomore
Hometown: Beachwood, NJ
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Heisman Tro

Kuhmann has recorded four straight shutouts, all in
postseason play. She,was named Defensive Player of
the Week three tim es this year.
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Fo o tb all

Honorable Mentions

M en's Soccer

R00YN APICELLI
NJAC

O verall

NJAC

O verall

Row an
Richard Stockton
Rutgers-Cam den

6-1-1
5-0-3
5-1-2

15-4-2
16-3-3
15-2-4

R o w an
TCNJ
SU N Y C o rtlan d

6-0
5-1
4-2

8-2
7-2
5-34

MSU

2-4

4-4

MSU

5-2-1

14-4-2

W estern C o n n ecticu t
K ean
W illiam Paterson

2-4
1-5 |
1-5

5-5
2-8
2-8

Ram apo
K ean
W illiam Paterson
TCNJ
Rutgers-N ew ark

3-4-1
3-5-0
2 -6 -0 1-5-2
1-7-0

11-5-1
9-10-1
4-14-0
7-9-2
7-11-0

T h is W e e k
End of Season
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Hometown: Ocean port, NJ
A picel^ ^ ^ named the NJAC
DefertsivePfayer of the Year.
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T h is W e e k
End O f Season
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Last W eek's Results

Last W eek's Results

11/13 — MSU 14, Ro w an 42

End of Season
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GABBY WHITE
S en io r..
¡¡Hometown: Garwood, NJ
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RYAN MORGAN
Sophomore
Hometown: Princeton, NJ

W om en's So ccer
TCNJ
W illiam Paterson

NJAC
5-1
4-2

MSU

4-2

Rowan
Ramapo
Kean
Richard Stockton

4-2
2-4
2-4
0-6

Overall
13-5
12-3
12-6
10-7
9-7
11-6
6-12

TCNJ
Richard Stockton

NJAC
8-0-0
6-2-0

Overall
17-1-1
12-6-1

MSU

6-2-0

10-7-1

Rowan
Kean
Rutgers-Camden
William Paterson
Rutgers-Newark
Ramapo

4-2-2
3-3-2
3-4-1
1-5-2
1-7-0
0-7-1

11-5-2
9-6-2
12-6-2
6-8-3
10-7-1
7-11-1

W hite was named the conference
^Defensive Player of the Year.

|pd rg an led the Red Hawks in
scoring th is season and was
named to'the;All-Conference first
team.
’’
HB

HOGAN
J u n io r
This W eek

|
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Hometown: Parsippany, NJ

This W eek

a l

End Of Season

End of Season

Last Week's Results

End of Season

Hogan followed up an All-Ameriseason in 2003 with a seleclt^»P%3f^he All-Conference first
Last Week's Results

MSU 0, Messiah 0 (Mes 3-2 PK)
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Red Hawk Basketball Preview

Question of the Week
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Red Hawks Ousted From Playoffs
MSU Reaches the Second Round But Fails to Advance Any Further
Miguel Alfaro
S ta ff Writer

Champions are measured by dif
ferent attributes including resil
ience, performance, and teamwork.
The Montclair
S t a t e

U niversity
women’s soc
cer team displayed all of these and
many more throughout their amaz
ing season.
After beginning the 2004 season
with four consecutive losses, one of
which came from TCNJ, the Lady
Hawks had much to prove to them
selves. The offense had seemed to
be m issing as they were only able
to account for one goal in the awful
start. The defense was also terrible
as they allowed seven goals.
Fortunately, everything took a
turn for the better as the Hawks
went 5-3-1, in their next nine
games. Most importantly, three of
the five wins came against NJAC
opponents.
They pounded on W illiam
Paterson and Kean University with
Sara Mass I The Montclarlon
4-0 victories. In addition, the Lady
Junior Red Hawk Kaylan Van Brookhoven scored one goal this season out of 30 shots.
Hawks won a thrill
ing overtime game
against Ramapo.
The Red Hawks
then claimed a berth
into the NJAC playoffs
by winning their last
four games. Three
of those victories
came against Rowan,
Rutgers-Camden,
and Rutgers-Newark.
During this stretch,
the Hawks played
exceptional defense
by only allowing one
goal.
Offensively,
they crushed their
opponents’ defense
with 17 goals of their
own.
With an overall
record of 9-7-1 and 62-0 in the NJAC, the
Lady Hawks found
them selves in the
playoffs once again.
After looking at past
early exits, they knew
that it was tim e to
write a little of their
own history.
Montclair State
Sara Mass I The Montclarlon
continued to stun
H was a battle of two strong defenses as it took all of regulation, two overtimes, and penalty kicks to decide the out
come of the game against Messiah College.
opponents as they

Visit www.montclair.edu/athletics.shtml for more information

won their opening NJAC playoff
game against' the Scarlet Knights
of Rutgers-Camden, 3-1. They
produced sim ilar results as they
won breathtaking games against
Richard Stockton and TCNJ on
penalty kicks.
The 2004 Lady Hawks were the
first, in the team’s, history, to win
a New Jersey Athletic Conference
championship. Through outstand
ing defense and remarkable scor
ing, the team was able to defeat
five-time reigning champion TCNJ.
Consequently, the Hawks endured
devastating news as they lost both
senior captains, Gabby White and
Stephanie Sabaliauskas, due to
ACL tears.
MSU m aintained their poise

“After looking at past
early exits, they knew
that it was time to write a
little of their own history.”
and added to their confidence with
a victory over Bay Path College, 40. The win brought them undefeat
ed Messiah College in the second
round. Unfortunately, MSU was
distraught as they lost on penalty
kicks, 3-2.
Sophomore goalkeeper, Kristin
Kuhmann, claimed her second
NJAC Defensive Player of the Week
honor on Nov 8. She recorded nine
shutouts on the season and posted
a .76 goals against average.
Sabaliauskas led the Lady Hawks
with 10 goals and five assists on the
season. Midfielder Jess Amendola
contributed nine goals and forward
Liz D’Alto had six for the season.
Many critics can say that the
Lady Hawks came up a goal short
or a save too late, but they accom
plished a feat that had never been
achieved by any other MSU wom
en’s soccer team.
The team battled through a
horrible start and the bad news
of W hite and - Sabaliauskas.
Nevertheless, they were still able to
overcome insurmountable odds and
bring home an NJAC champion
ship.
This marvelous accomplishment
is something that they can be proud
of and carry into next season. Now,
it w ill be MSU’s turn to defend the
NJAC championship.

